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6718612 THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Giorgio Vasari. Illustrated with the works of art discussed by Vasari (1511-1574), and including a selection of Da Vinci’s studies of scientific and technological subjects. This clothbound, gold-foil stamped collectors edition paints an intriguing picture of the progress of art in the hands of the master. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 5 ⅛x7 ⅜. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6533808 CALDER: The Conquest of Time–The Early Years, 1898-1940. By Joel Peter. Alexander Calder is among the most widely admired artists of the 20th century. But only now, 40 years after his death, is the full story of his life being told. Peri shows us why Calder was and remains a breaker barrier, avant-garde artist with mass appeal. This is the first volume of an author's two-volume biography. Well illus., some in color. 687 pages. Knopf. 7 ⅞x9 ⅞. Pub. at $55.00 $12.95

5762618 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and who founded what became a dynasty of painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 works of the Bruegel family. 256 pages. Lorenz. 6 ⅝x9 ⅞. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

2972506 BECOMING MICHELANGELO: Apprenticing to the Master and Discovering the Artist Through His Drawings. By Alan Parshall. Based on Michelangelo’s development as an artist during the period from roughly 1485, when he was apprenticed to the master Domenico del Passignano, to 1519, when he took possession of the Sala dei 900. Using 150 works of art, the book explores Michelangelo's development of ideas and techniques as an artist and his ideas and techniques as an artist during the period from roughly 1485, the start of his apprenticeship, to his completion of the Sistine Chapel ceiling in 1512. Analyzing the documents and sources that survive, Parshall reconstructs Michelangelo’s ideas and techniques as an artist, and his ideas and techniques as an artist during the period from roughly 1485, the start of his apprenticeship, to his completion of the Sistine Chapel ceiling in 1512. Analyzing the documents and sources that survive, Parshall reconstructs Michelangelo’s ideas and techniques as an artist, and his ideas and techniques as an artist. "A very welcome addition to the Michelangelo literature."–Library Journal $21.95

6718612 THE NOTEBOOKS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI: Selected Extracts from the Writings and Drawings of the Renaissance Genius. Richly illustrated with more than 50 facsimile images from his notebooks and several of his most famous works of art, this stunningly produced volume draws from the pages of Da Vinci’s notebooks to offer fascinating insights into his thinking and also many of his ideas on life and art, as well as original art. Attractively cloth bound and slipcased. 159 pages. Sirio. 6 ⅞x9 ⅞. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2883260 GUSTAVE COURBET. By Ulf Kuster. Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) is a key figure in the history of modern art. He was the most important proponent of Realism, one of the first to fight for socially engaged painting, and he constantly emphasized his individuality as an artist. This account presents the events life and multifaceted work of an artist whose paintings inspire, illus. in color. 128 pages. Hatje Cantz. 4 ⅛x7 ⅜. Pub. at $25.00 PRICE CUT TO $12.95
Notable Americans


3704076 CRONKITE. By Douglas Brinkley. This public figure, known as “the most trusted man in America,” was in reality a remarkably private man and father whose life, in the words of his son, rushed to the hospital. A white police officer had shot him in the chest after mistakenly accusing him of stealing his own car, while in his own driveway. This is also the story about what happened next. 258 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

5680769 PATRICK HENRY: Champion of Liberty. By Jon Kukla. Famous for the saying “Give me liberty or give me death.” Patrick Henry’s rich contribution to American independence is restored to its rightful place in this outstanding biographical work. Kukla illuminates Henry as an influential founding father, a critical figure in creating the Bill of Rights, and perhaps the finest orator of his time. Illus. 541 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00.


3722015 THE LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON. By John Marshall. A facsimile of the edition originally published in 1857. This biography covers every major event in Washington’s personal life and in his public role as a founding father, including his childhood, his early career, interviews with Martha, the crossing of the Delaware, the treason of Benedict Arnold, his death, and more. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


5839564 THE SOLDIER FROM INDEPENDENCE: A Military Biography of Harry Truman. By D.M. Giangreco. As Commander in Chief, President Harry S. Truman authorized dropping of the atomic bomb on Japan. This biography, Burton sifts through fact and legend to discover the truth about one of the most influential world leaders in the twentieth century. Photos. 268 pages. Zenith. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.

2991012 BLACK MAN IN A WHITE COAT. By Damon Tweedy. Examines the complex ways in which both black doctors and patients must navigate the difficult and often contradictory terrain of race and medicine. Tweedy explores the challenges confronting black doctors and patients, their treatment under one roof, and their eloquently rendered portrait of a closely knit family that would influence the world. Photos. 262 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99.


Price: $4.95


3948984 EMBATTLED REVEL: Jefferson Davis as Commander in Chief. By James M. McPherson. In a powerful new reckoning of Jefferson Davis as Commander of the Confederate Army, McPherson challenges popular notions to give him the definitive portrait he deserves. Despite grave illness, McPherson argues, Davis shaped and articulated the principal ideas that guided the Confederacy. Davis is the first in a series of books that would examine the unprecedented access to Geronimo’s private papers as well as interviews with his family and friends, Brinkley now brings this American icon into focus as never before. 32 pages of photos. 819 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

8650020 YOUNG LEONARDO: The Evolution of a Revolutionary Artist, 1472-1499. By J-Filbouts & C.H. Brown. Presents a fresh look at Leonardo da Vinci’s early years in Florence and Milan and opens a window into the artist’s mind as he slowly develops the groundbreaking techniques that will produce the High Renaissance and change the course of modern art. Illus. 52 pages. Marion’s, 6½x9%. Pub. at $26.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

2911070 FORBIDDEN: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, Paul Strand, Rebecca Salsbury. By Carolyn Burke. A captivating, spirited account of the intense relationships between these four artists, whose powerful personalities, passion feelings, and aesthetic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of twentieth-century art. Illus. in some color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6½x9½. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95.


294 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

Iraq War veteran Luis Montalvan took to the road with his beloved golden retriever, Tom, one year after losing his Army comrades in combat and another year after battling his symptoms of PTSD. In this extraordinary memoir, Montalvan shares the push and pull between the two worlds he inhabits: the one defined by his life as a hero in the war and the one defined by his private life as a husband, a father, and a man who has grappled with his own trauma. Montalvan’s story is a love story, a story of service, and a story of teamwork, where he and his dog, Tom, work together to find their way through the darkness of post-traumatic stress.

16 pages of photos, some color. 364 pages.

201125A BECOMING MADISON: The Early Life of America’s Most Distinguished Engineer. By Mitchell Stephens. This is the first full-scale biography of Washington’s chief engineer,ca.1750-1813, whose vision and administrative talent were vital to the nation’s growth.

364 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

643360 CHIEF ENGINEER: Washington Roebling—The Man Who Built the Brooklyn Bridge. By Erica Wagner. Delivers an elegantly written biography of one of America’s most distinguished engineers, revealing a determined man whose long life was a model of courage in the face of adversity. Sweeping and illuminating, it captures the highs and lows of the innovator who gave us one of New York’s most enduring and iconic structures.

16 pages of photos, some color. 364 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00

691358 TUESDAY’S PROMISE: One Veteran, One Dog, and Their Bold Quest to Change Lives. By L.C. Montalvan & E. Henican. Following the success of his New York Times bestseller, Until Tuesday, Iraq War veteran Luis Montalvan took to the road with his beloved golden retriever service dog, Tuesday, to advocate for America’s wounded warriors and for each of us to transform the story of love, service, and the remarkable bond between humans and canines. Photos. 294 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

★298695 THE ROAD TO DAWN: Josph Henson and the Story That Sparked the Civil War. By Jared A. Brock. This sweeping biography immortalizes the man who was the inspiration for Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and in an epic tale of courage and bravery in the face of unimaginable trials. Retraces Henson’s incredible journey from slavery to freedom and restores a hero of American history an rightful place in history. Photos. 287 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $29.99

★687951 BECOMING MADISON. By Michael Singer. Presents the inspiring story of James Madison’s coming of age, providing incisive and original insight into the Foundling Father who did the most but is known the least. Singer’s focus is on Madison before he turned thirty-six, the years in which he did his most enduring work. Illus. 372 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $14.95

★184125A BRADLEY: Great Generals Series. By Alan Axelrod. With insight and skillful attention to detail, the author reveals the important legacy of Omar Bradley, the tactical genius who led the largest field command in history and who remains the model for all commanders today. Photos. 204 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★6489954 THE VOICE OF AMERICA: Lowell Thomas and the Invention of 20th-Century Journalism. By Mitchell Stephens. This is an entertaining and sometimes critical portrait of a crucial journalist and extraordinary man whose name, not too long ago, was as well-known as any American journalist has ever been. When Thomas died in 1961, Walter Cronkite suggested that Thomas had “cramped a couple of centuries into one.” In this vivid biography, Stephens reveals Thomas’s complex legacy and his impact on journalism.


208510 THE WILD WEST IN ENGLAND. By William F. Cody. In this annotated edition, including all the illustrations from the original text, Cody describes his Wild West exhibition, the show that offered audiences a mythic experience of the American frontier.

209 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $24.95

★2098408 THE WIDOW WASHINGTON: The Life of Mary Washington. By Martha Sarton. This is an insightful biography of Mary Ball Washington, George Washington’s mother. Sarton, a novelist and a distinguished biographer, has spent years researching the first woman in the Washington family. Winner of the Jane Addams Book Award.

306 pages. FSG. Pub. at $17.95

★3702049 BOONE: A Biography. By Robert Morgan. This rich, authoritative biography, the author offers a wholly new perspective on the life of Daniel Boone, a man who has been an American icon for more than 200 years: a hero as important to America’s imagination as Mark Twain’s Huck Finn, as Paul Revere, as Abraham Lincoln, as Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose life inspired Lee Daniels’ The Butler.


★3215091 A SAVAGE LIFE. By Michael Savage. This usually private man tells his own compelling story in forty-six vignettes that span his childhood to today. Then, when his son was sentenced to sixty years in prison for a crime that Savage believes is the result of poor immigrant’s son’s in New York City, to media star, are deeply personal and revealing. Photos. 275 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

★2808505 FREDERICK DOUGLASS: Prophet of Freedom. By David W. Blight. One of the most important African Americans of the nineteenth century, Frederick Douglass was a masterful orator, a significant writer, and a leader in the movement to end slavery. Douglass’s voice was one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50

★6911390 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Michael O’Brien. In 1991, the Senate refused to consider the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, who became one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50

★6922011X THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired Lee Daniels’ The Butler.

364 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00


★6917011 THE REVENGER: The Life and Times of Will Bill Hickock. By Aaron Woodard. Examines the life of Wild Bill in the context of nineteenth-century American history, from his birth through his rise to the top. His eventual demise in a Memphis saloon is detailed, new facts are uncovered, and Hickok’s family are interviewed.

208 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

★2088505 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Michael O’Brien. In 1991, the Senate refused to consider the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, who became one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50

★6922011X THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired Lee Daniels’ The Butler.

364 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00


★6917011 THE REVENGER: The Life and Times of Will Bill Hickock. By Aaron Woodard. Examines the life of Wild Bill in the context of nineteenth-century American history, from his birth through his rise to the top. His eventual demise in a Memphis saloon is detailed, new facts are uncovered, and Hickok’s family are interviewed.

208 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

★2088505 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Michael O’Brien. In 1991, the Senate refused to consider the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, who became one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50
Notable Americans

**2855798 AMERICAN VALUES: Lessons I Learned from My Family.** By Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Filled with intimate stories, not just with historical events and the movers who shaped them, but also with RFK Jr.’s mother and father and their relationship with him, with his own struggles with addiction, and the ways in which he eventually made peace with both his childhood trauma and his own demons. 16 pages of photos. 433 pages.

**3707865 WHAT SET ME FREE.** By Brian Banks with M. Dagostino. Banks found himself in jail before his senior year in high school, accused both of rape and sexual assault he did not commit. As a young black man accused of rape, he faced almost certain conviction. What follows is a powerful memoir of a remarkable young man who is determined to prove his innocence and change the future that was taken in the hillside of his life. Atria. Paperback. At $16.99. 129 pages.

**2991039 CALLED TO RISE.** By David B. Oregon with M. Burland. Charts how, over Brown’s thirty-year career, he evolved from a “throw ’em in jail and let God sort ’em out” beat cop into a passionate advocate for community-oriented law enforcement, rising from crime scene investigation to S.W.A.T. team leader to the head of a municipal police department widely regarded as one of America’s best. 24 pages of photos, some color. 224 pages.

**2984288 OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES: A Life in War, Law, and Ideas.** By Stephen Birdy. The author’s definitive biography offers the fullest portrait yet of this pivotal American figure, whose zest for life, wit, and integrity in law and Constitutional rights, and opposition to the death penalty, and abolitionism—a man who fervently embodied the ideals of democracy and equality. Color illus. 212 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95.

**2845686 THE FEARLESS BENJAMIN LAY: The Quaker Dwarf Who Became the First Revolutionary Abolitionist.** By Marcus Rediker. Recounts the transcendent life and times of Benjamin Lay, a Quaker dwarf who demanded the total, unconditional emancipation of all enslaved Africans around the world. Lay’s worldview was a combination of Quakerism, vegetarianism, animal rights, opposition to the death penalty, and pacifism—a man who fervently embodied the ideals of democracy and equality. Color illus. 212 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95.

**5658376 ALVIN YORK: A New Biography of the Hero of the Argonne.** By Douglas V. Masstria. Through multiple visits to the Argonne region and extensive research in both German and American archives, Masstria painstakingly reconstructs the events of October 1918, and presents a complete portrait of Sergeant York’s pivotal role in defining the future of the American government; his shocking illicit romances; his enlightened abolitionism; and his famous death in a duel with Aaron Burr in July 1804. 16 pages of photos. 606 pages. FSG. Paperbound. At $30.00. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

**2952017 SAGA OF CHIEF JOSEPH.** By Helen Addison Howard. This completely revised edition to the author’s 1941 version begins with Chief Joseph presents in exciting detail the full story of Chief Joseph, with a re-evaluation of the five bands engaged in the Nez Perce War, told from the Indian’s, the white military, and the separate points of view. Illus. 380 pages. Biscous. Paperback. At $16.95.


**2998750 CHASING SPACE: An Astronaut’s Story of Git, Grace, and Second Chances.** By NASA astronaut. This inspirational memoir tells a story of personal and professional triumphs, offers an examination of the intersecting roles of strong community, personal commitment, and unwavering faith that align to shape our opportunities and outcomes. Chemist, athlete, engineer, and space-traveler—Melvin is himself a study in the science of achievement. 16 pages of color photos. 241 pages. Amistad. Paperback. At $15.99.

**2859521 BLACK ELK: The Life of an American Visionary.** By Joe Jackson. Black Elk, the Native American holy man, is known for his 1932 testimony, Black Elk Speaks—one of the most admired works of American Indian literature. Here, Jackson provides a sweeping biographical account of Black Elk’s life, the saga of the Shoshone nation’s struggle and adaptation, and endurance in an era of permanent crisis on the Great Plains. 16 pages of photos. 600 pages. FSG. Paperbound. At $30.00. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

**2838214 BLACK ELK: The Life of an American Visionary.** By Joe Jackson. The definitive biographical account of a Native American figure knows as Black Elk, it is one of the most momentous books in the history of the American West. A true epic, it portrays a life of heroism and tragedy, adaptation and endurance in an era of permanent crisis on the Great Plains, 16 pages of photos. 599 pages. Picador. Paperback. At $20.00.

**2872919 THEODORE REX.** By Edmund Morris. Sequel to Morris’s best-seller The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. It begins by following the new President (still the youngest in history) as he came from Mount Marcy, New York, to Buffalo, to take his emergency oath of office. 772 pages. Random. Pub. at $37.95. PRICE CUT to $8.95.

**5714060 ALEXANDER HAMILTON.** By Ron Chernow. In his award-winning, bestselling, musical-inspiring work, he re-creates the full sweep of Hamilton’s life, capturing the drama, beauty, and humor of the remarkable story of mankind reaching the moon. He also traces his life from his first flight experiences in the U.S. Sky to his role as a test pilot, to his Gemini 10 space walk. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00. PRICE CUT to $23.95.

**1672041 DEVIL AT MY HEELS.** By Melvin. This riveting account of the scientific work, he re-creates the full sweep of Hamilton’s life, capturing the drama, beauty, and humor of the remarkable story of mankind reaching the moon. He also traces his life from his first flight experiences in the U.S. Sky to his role as a test pilot, to his Gemini 10 space walk. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $17.95.
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The author follows Snowden's trail across the globe, unearthing revealing how vulnerable our national security systems have become. A groundbreaking investigation that convincingly challenges the Snowden, the Man and the Theft.


Spies & Espionage


2855548 THE MAN WHO WAS GEORGE SMILY: The Life of John Bingham. By Michael Jago. Investigator, interrogator, agent runner; the perfect inspiration for the perfect spy. Traces the life of the remarkable John Bingham, the man behind John le Carre’s George Smiley. He joined MI5 in 1940, taking part in many of MI5’s wartime missions. He became mentor to many a novice spy, including le Carre. Photos. 308 pages. Biteback. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

2859025 HOW AMERICA LOST ITS SECRETS: Edward Snowden, the Man and the Theft. By Edward Jay Epstein. A ground-breaking and riveting revelation that sheds light on the most controversial and fascinating event. The popular image of Snowden as hacker turned avenging angel, while revealing how vulnerable our national security systems have become. The author follows Snowden’s trail across the globe, unearthing revelations that challenge the most sacred aspects of our democracy.

6897940 THE GHOST: The Secret Life of CIA Spymaster James Jesus Angleton. By Jefferson Morley. CIA spymaster Angleton was one of the most powerful unelected officials in the U.S. government in the mid-twentieth century. From World War II to the Cold War, Angleton operated beyond the view of even the President. He proved to be an adversary to our nation’s enemies and acquired a mythic status within the CIA. Photos. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95.

6525423 DOING TIME LIKE A SPY: How the CIA Taught Me to Survive and Thrive in Prison. By John Kiriaiok. Presents former CIA officer Kiriaiok’s memoir of his twenty-three months in prison. Using twenty life skills he learned in CIA operational training, he was able to keep himself safe and at the top of the prison social heap. This is a searing journal of daily prison life and an alternately funny and heartbreaking commentary on the federal prison system. 291 pages. Rare Bird Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

Politicians, Statesmen & Revolutionaries

2964422 THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Truth About Mike Pence. By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. In this landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Diesel to conservative evangelical to Republican. This riveting account reveals how Pence became the most powerful Christian Right politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $28.99.

2973294 JOHN ADAMS. By David McCullough. Unfolds the adventures of one of the most colorful, controversial, and fascinating figures in American history. 404 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00.

2935465 ELEANOR AND HICK: The Love Affair That Shaped a First Lady. By Susan Quinn. In 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt embarked on the duty-bound role of First Lady with dread. A lifetime came to her in the form of Fisty AP reporter Richard Decker, whose evocative writing captured the essence of a Republican. This riveting account reveals how her life became the most powerful Christian Right politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $28.99.

299240X REBEL POWER: Power, Passion and Defiance of Prince Charles. By Tom Bower. Few heirs to the throne have suffered as much humiliation as Prince Charles. Despite his hard work, genuine concern for the disadvantaged and robust campaigns to improve the world, Bower shows how he has struggled to overcome unpopularity in this provocative biography. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95.
**Politicians, Statesmen & Revolutionaries**

- **5996479 VENDetta: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa.** By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 
  $5.95

- **2885425 VENDetta: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa.** By James Neff. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Neff has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 
  $3.95

- **3990288 SCOTTISH QUEENS 1034-1714.** By Rosalind K. Marshall. Sheds fasting light on a group of women who all found themselves at the heart of a kingdom. The lives of these Scottish queens and consorts have largely been neglected in conventional history books and in this fascinating work, Marshall illuminates their lives. 32 pages ofillus. 226 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 
  $1.95

- **6845967 MARY TUDOR: England’s First Queen.** By Anna Whitelock. She was born a princess, the daughter of Henry VIII, but in the wake of Henry’s break with Rome Mary was declared a heretic and a bastard. Refusing to accept her new station and faced an impotent and evil king. Against the odds, Mary successfully reclaimed her rightful place in the Tudor Line and reigned through one of England’s stormiest eras. Color photos. 288 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00 
  $6.95

- **191263X EDWARD VII: The Prince of Wales & the Women He Loved.** By Catharine Arnold. Known as a life-long womanizer, his loves were beautiful and diverse. While the scandals resulting from his affairs—from suicides to divorces—were a blight on the royal family, Edward would become a surprisingly modern monarch. His major accomplishment was transforming the British monarchy, and ensuring its survival in a period when other European dynasties collapsed. Photos. 402 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $6.95

- **2931591 THE LOST FOUNDING FATHER: John Quincy Adams and the Transformation of American Politics.** By Alan Cooper. Remembered, if at all, as an ineffective president in a rancorous time, Adams was humiliated in office after the contested election of 1824. Aware of this reputation, Cooper追溯s the sixth president’s life in an entirely original way, demonstrating that Adams should be considered our lost Founding Father. Illus. 526 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00 
  $9.95

- **371988X RICHARD II: A True King’s Fall.** By Kathryn Warner. The author paints a portrait of Richard II with all of his contradictions left in the picture. An aesthetic and patron of the arts as well as a person troubled by a much malignified personality disorder. Richard II was a complex and conflicted man thrust into a role that demanded grandeur and color. Illus. 396 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $18.00 
  $4.95

- **290030X ISABELLA OF FRANCE: The Rebel Queen.** By Kathryn Warner. A rebel against her own husband and king, and regent for her son, Isabella was a powerful, capable and intelligent queen. One of the foremost women of her day, Isabella was crowned queen of England, and thus changed the course of English history. Warner examines her life and corrects the many myths surrounding her. 16 pages ofillus. Some in color. 326 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $28.00 
  $6.95

- **2827050 RISING STAR: The Making of Barack Obama.** By David J. Garrow. A vivid portrait of a politician not only the people who shaped the future president but also the ways in which he used those influences to serve his larger aspirations. Contains comprehensive research, this tome is an extraordinary biography, based in large part on an analysis of all the surviving records of one of the most fascinating politicians of our time. 1460 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $45.00 
  $9.95

- **2922908 OWEN TUDOR: Founding Father of the Tudor Dynasty.** By Terry Breverton. Recounts the early life of the founding father of the Tudor dynasty, a Welsh commoner who secretly married Catherine of Valois, widow of Henry V. Two sons were born through the union, Edmund Earl of Richmond and Jasper Earl of Pembroke. It would be Edmund, and Henry Tudor, who would claim the English throne as Henry VII. 16 pages ofcolor illus. 284 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95 
  $9.95

- **2928221 A SELF-MADE MAN: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1849.** By Sidney Blumenthal. Beginning with Lincoln’s painful childhood, this volume takes a look at the early life that shaped the politician who would become the 16th president. Based on original research, Blumenthal’s vivid account of Lincoln’s early years places him squarely in the politics of this tumultuous period of American history. Photos. 556 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 
  $9.95

- **3719834 PERSPECTIVES: Architect of the American Century.** By Robert W. Merry. An acclaimed historian brilliantly brings to life a sympathetic man, and an often overlooked president, whose term was cut short by an assassin. This twenty-fifth president is introduced here as a transformative figure, the first modern Republican, who paved the way for the American Century. 16 pages of photos. 608 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 
  $7.95

- **6972004 PRESIDENT MCKINLEY: Architect of the American Century.** By Robert W. Merry. Brings to life a sympathetic man and often overlooked president, whose term was cut short by an assassin. This twenty-fifth president is introduced here as a transformative figure, the first modern Republican, who paved the way for the American Century. 16 pages of photos. 608 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 
  $7.95

- **6930107 HERBERT HOOVER: A Life.** By Glen Jeansonne. A compelling and rich examination of Herbert Hoover’s character, accomplishments, and failings. Jeansonne convincingly portrays a steadfast leader who challenged Congress on an array of issues as well as his rank a cabinet member. Hoover was the first modern Democrat to be an independent candidate in a national election. This biography presents Hoover's story of a president and a nation in crisis. Herbert Hoover struggled to respond to the Great Depression and was dismissed as passive and unsympathetic, but in this groundbreaking biography, Rappleye draws on fresh sources to reveal a different Hoover than the often misunderstood president. 16 pages of photos. 554 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 
  $9.95

- **6966942 PRINCE CHARLES: The Passions and Paradoxes of an Improbable Life.** By Sally Bedell Smith. This vivid, eye-opening biography is filled with fresh insights into Charles’s life, in and out of the public eye. Ranging from his glamorous pajamas and flights to his country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and is a man of contradictions. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 596 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00 
  $7.95

- **2872714 THE RESTLESS WAVE: Good Times, Just Causes, Great Fights, and Other Appreciations.** By John McCain & M. LaHood. Written while confronting a mortal illness, McCain looks back on behalf of democracy and human rights in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. 402 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 
  $9.95

- **6762867 BILL CLINTON: The American Presidents.** By Michael Tomasky. A president of longer-than-life ambitions and appetites whose term didn’t center on the country forced the Clinton years on our lives. Bill Clinton comes into the light with Tomasky’s clear-eyed assessment. This concise biography offers a new perspective on what happened, what it meant, and its impact on modern politics. 184 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $25.00 
  $6.95
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2923161 BEING NIXON: A Man Divided. By Evan Thomas. Brings new life to one of American history’s most infamous, paradoxical, and intriguing political figures. Drawing on a wide range of historical accounts, Thomas reveals the contradictions of a leader whose vision and foresight were forever tainted by his underhanded political tactics. 619 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

2830383 THE LAST OF THE TSARS: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Robert Service. In March 1917, Nicholas II, the last Tsar of All Russia, abdicated the throne and the dynasty that had ruled an empire for three hundred years and was forced from power by revolution. This is the story of the weeks before his momentous abdication to his death, with his family, in Ekaterinburg in July 1918. Photos. 382 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

2984055 A HIGHER LOYALTY: Truth, Lies, and Leadership. By James Comey. In this highly anticipated work, Comey writes for the first time about his role in the historic 2016 election and its aftermath. As readers will learn, that campaign was far from the first time Comey had been put to the test. A portrait of great leadership, misguided leadership, patriotism, and the vital importance of shaping a culture that puts the truth first. 290 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $29.99. $6.95

298539X CATHERINE THE GREAT: Portrait of a Woman. By Robert K. Massie. From a keen-eyed perspective, a biographer’s re-creation of a pivotal woman in history, her life, her family, her era, her times. Massie’s magisterial biography is a fascinating and riveting account of her life, her times, her people. 421 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

★ 2984185 THE FAVOURITE: Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough. By Ophelia Field. Politically influential and independently powerful, Sarah Churchill, Duchess of Marlborough, was an intimate and then a blackmailer of Queen Anne—accusing her of keeping lovers. Underneath all the intrigue, including Sarah’s own cousin Abigail Masham, an enigmatic politician and a woman who cared intensely about how we would remember her. Color illus. 569 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

3729479 QUEEN VICTORIA: Twenty-Four Days That Changed Her Life. By Lucy Worsley. Drawing from the vast collection of Victoria’s papers, and a rich documentary record of her life, Worsley recreates twenty-four of the most important days in Victoria’s life. Each day gives a glimpse into the identity of this powerful, difficult woman and the contradictions of her life, many in color. 421 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $32.50. $7.95

★ 2916681 FATHER LINCOLN: The Untold Story of Abraham Lincoln and His Boys—Robert, Eddy, Willie, and Tad. By Alan Manning. An invitation to see Abraham Lincoln as a man quietly reading the news of the day, surrounded by his children. An intimate look at the enigmatic politicians. Drawing on a wide range of historical accounts, Thomas reveals the contradictions of a leader whose vision and foresight were forever tainted by his underhanded political tactics. 619 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

2837471 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King. By John G. Bruce. Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of photos, some color. 287 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.95. $8.95

2949229 KISSINGER’S SHADOW: The Long Reach of America’s Most Controversial Statesman. By Greg Grandin. Going beyond accounts focusing on either Kissinger’s crimes or accomplishments, Grandin offers a compelling new interpretation of the diplomat’s continuing influence on how the United States views its role in the world. To understand the crisis of contemporary America, Greg Grandin argues, we have to understand this most controversial statesman. Kissinger. 270 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

2977451 KISSINGER, VOLUME I, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. Drawing not only on Kissinger’s hitherto closed private papers but also on documents from more than 100 archives around the world, Ferguson reveals the truth behind the revered and reviled American statesman. In the first of two volumes, he shows that what Kissinger achieved before his appointment as Richard Nixon’s national security adviser was astonishing in its own right. 32 pages of photos. 998 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95

6992752 ELIZABETH: The Forgotten Years. By John Guy. Illuminating the often overlooked quarter-century during which Elizabeth I shaped a culture that puts the truth first. 458 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00. $4.95

2842009 THE SELECTED LETTERS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by H.W. Brands. This collection brings together over 1,000 of Roosevelt’s most engaging and revealing letters, one of the full-scale biographies of the public figure. These letters capture the verve and sheer joy of life that was Roosevelt’s signature. 656 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

★ 297149X THE QUIET MAN: The Indispensable Presidency of George H.W. Bush. By John H. Sununu. George H.W. Bush is much too modest to brag about what he accomplished as the forty-first president of the United States. Now this uniquely well-connected and well-placed inside Bush administration, who knew the Bushes for over three decades, Sununu finally gives this indispensable president the full credit for the positive impact he had on the United States and the world. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 411 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

2858563 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King. By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on an unprecedented level of manuscript evidence to Larry Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of photos, some color. 285 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

294218X PAT AND DICK: The Nixons, an Intimate Portrait of a Marriage. By Will Swift. A very different image of Richard Nixon emerges in this fascinating portrait of his relationship with his wife Pat. Pat Nixons private papers and other private documents reveal that while adversity can fray the fabric of a marriage, devotion can prop it to surmount disgraces and defeat. 16 pages of photos. 417 pages. Threshold Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $6.95
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2921480 THE TEMPTATION OF ELIZABETH TUDOR: Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and the Mother of a Thousand Crimes. By Elizabeth Norton. A power-hungry and charming courtier. An impressionable and trusting princess. Tudor’s court in the wake of Henry VIII’s death had never been more vulnerable, and for young Elizabeth one inescapable scandal with Thomas Seymour threatened to irrevocably destroy her fate as the next queen. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95.


2879514 LET ME FINISH: Trump, the Kushners, Bannon, New Jersey, and the Power of In-Your-Face Politics. By Chris Christie with E. Henican. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This two-term New Jersey governor sets the record straight about his years as a Republican running a Democratic state, as well as what really happened on the 2016 campaign trail and inside Trump Tower. Packed with news-making revelations and told with the kind of bluntness he’s known for, Christie’s memoir is as essential to understanding the Trump presidency, 612 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

2910993 NEVER ENOUGH: Donald Trump and the Pursuit of Success. By Michael D’Antonio. Presents the full story of a truly American icon, from his beginnings as a bumbling real estate tycoon to his stormy marriage to Ivana and his pursuit of power in his many forms. It’s a unique and compelling look at the promoter, builder, performer, and politician who pursues success with a drive that borders on obsession, and yet has given him almost every award he has wanted as a businessman. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

6792529 NICHOLAS II: The Last Tsar. By Michael Paterson. An intimate look at Tsar Nicholas, who ruled one-sixth of the earth’s land area, representing a regime that had lasted three hundred years. Blamed for the killing of demonstrators, and for mass imprisonments, his death nevertheless shocked the world. It was the result of a man who changed the country more than any other, crowned the first Norman king of England. Morris sifts through the sources of the time to give a fresh view of the man who changed the country more than any other and his queen Sophie Amalie were two very different individuals who were crucial to the establishment of the Stuart dynasty. 16 pages of photos in color. 291 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

2786907 WHEN THE WORLD SEEMED NEW: George H.W. Bush and the End of the Cold War. By Jeffrey A. Engel. Based on previously classified documents and interviews with those who were there, Engel’s history flying on the wall account of a president with his hand on the tiller, guiding the nation through a critical turning point in history: the end of the Cold War. 16 pages of photos, some color. 596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

6921612 PROMISE ME, DAD: A Year of Hope, Hardship, and Purpose. By Joe Biden. When his son Hunter was diagnosed with a brain tumor, Biden turned to his father: “Promise me, Dad, that no matter what happens, you’re going to be all right.” This moving memoir tells the story of the year that followed, when Biden and his personal staff were swept away, enemies crushed and the map of the nation itself redrawn, culminating in the legacy of an American icon. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

2902354 FREDERIK III: The King Who Seized Absolute Power. By Jens Gurren Busck. The story of Frederick III, who reigned from 1648 to 1683 and introduced absolutist monarchy in Denmark-Norway. Frederick III and his queen Sophie Amalie were two very different individuals who were very capable when it came to realising their political intereals. 32 pages of photos, 60 pages. Historica. Pub. at $15.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

2913976 FREDERIK VII: The Giver of the Constitution. By Jens Gurren Busck. Details the life of Frederick VII who ruled Denmark from 1848 until 1863. In 1849 he introduced Denmark’s first constitution and despite his great weaknesses as a ruler, he is one of the most remarkable figures among the Danish monarchs. Well illus. in color. 60 pages. Historica. Pub. at $15.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

7644843 THE WARS OF THE ROOSEVELTS: The Ruthless Rise of America’s Greatest Political Family. By William J. Mann. Drawing on previously hidden historical documents and interviews with the last living relatives, Mann paints an elegant, meticulously researched, and groundbreaking portrait of the legendary Roosevelt family. 32 pages of photos. McSweeney’s. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

7870444 WILLIAM E. FORD: The Man for a Conner. By Marc Morris. In 1968, William the Conqueror was crowned the first Norman king of England. Morris sifts through the sources of the time to give a fresh view of the man who changed the country more than any other and his queen Sophie Amalie were two very different individuals who were crucial to the establishment of the Stuart dynasty. 16 pages of photos in color. 291 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $16.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

7644843 THE WARS OF THE ROOSEVELTS: The Ruthless Rise of America’s Greatest Political Family. By William J. Mann. Drawing on previously hidden historical documents and interviews with the last living relatives, Mann paints an elegant, meticulously researched, and groundbreaking portrait of the legendary Roosevelt family. 32 pages of photos. McSweeney’s. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

2878625 THE IMPROBABLE WENDELL WILLKIE: The Businessman Who Saved the Republican Party and His Country, and Conceived a New World Order. By David Levering Lewis. Although Wendell Willkie would lose to FDR, Lewis demonstrates that the corporate chairman turned presidential candidate must be regarded as one of the most excelling intellectuals of the 20th century. This narrative reclaims the legacy of an American icon. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

2878625 THE IMPROBABLE WENDELL WILLKIE: The Businessman Who Saved the Republican Party and His Country, and Conceived a New World Order. By David Levering Lewis. Although Wendell Willkie would lose to FDR, Lewis demonstrates that the corporate chairman turned presidential candidate must be regarded as one of the most excelling intellectuals of the 20th century. This narrative reclaims the legacy of an American icon. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

2921480 THE TEMPTATION OF ELIZABETH TUDOR: Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and the Mother of a Thousand Crimes. By Elizabeth Norton. A power-hungry and charming courtier. An impressionable and trusting princess. Tudor’s court in the wake of Henry VIII’s death had never been more vulnerable, and for young Elizabeth one inescapable scandal with Thomas Seymour threatened to irrevocably destroy her fate as the next queen. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

2921480 THE TEMPTATION OF ELIZABETH TUDOR: Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and the Mother of a Thousand Crimes. By Elizabeth Norton. A power-hungry and charming courtier. An impressionable and trusting princess. Tudor’s court in the wake of Henry VIII’s death had never been more vulnerable, and for young Elizabeth one inescapable scandal with Thomas Seymour threatened to irrevocably destroy her fate as the next queen. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95.
**2898802 DEVICES AND DESIRES:** Bess of Hardwick and the Building of Elizabethan England, by Kate Ballard. Aed by a quartet of scholars, and a shovel head for business, Bess of Hardwick rose from humble beginnings to become one of the most respected and feared countesses in Elizabethan England. The author paints a rich compelling portrait of a true feminist icon centuries ahead of her time, a complex, formidable and decedently modern woman. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 354 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**283913X GOLDEN HANDCUFFS:** The Secret History of Trump’s Women, by Nina Burleigh. A comprehensive and provocative exploration of how Trump’s upbringing by his mother and grandmother informed his relationships with his wives and daughters, which in turn have shaped his attitudes toward women in general. Color photos. 359 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00

**2714035 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World,** by Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of original sources and documents, Weir gives a lively and much-deserved look at this inglorious princess whose line descends to today’s British monarch—a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England’s most beloved consorts. Book Club Canada. 16 pages of photos, many in color. Ballantine. Pub. at $18.99

**2792382 THOMAS CROMWELL:** The Untold Story of Henry VIII’s Most Faithful Servant, by Tracy Borman. Illus., many in color. 450 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00


**2792748 THE SHADOW KING:** The Life and Death of Henry VI, by Lauren Johnson. Johnson tells Henry VI’s remarkable and sometimes shocking story in a fast-paced and colorful narrative that captures both the poignancy of his life and the tumultuous and bloody nature of the time in which he lived. Illus. in color. 700 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

**2906392 JAMES VII:** Duke and King of Scots, 1563-1701, by Alastair J. Mann. Provides the first complete portrait of James as a Stewart Prince of Scotland, as duke of Albany and as King of Scots. Mann re-evaluates the traditional views of James as a Catholic extremist and absolute ruler, failed through incompetence, and changes perceptions based on strong views of his failings, both in popular belief and serious history. Illus. 322 pages. John Donald. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.95

**2849627 THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsessions of a Revolutionary Leader,** by David Horspool. The author reveals how Napoleon’s fascination with antiquity informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave Paris much of the classical beauty we know today. This account brings Napoleon to life as never before. 16 pages of photos, 576 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

**6930573 LUCIUS VERUS AND THE ROMAN DEFENCE OF THE EAST,** by M.C. Bishop. Lucius Verus is one of the least regarded Roman emperors. This volume looks at the upbringing of his two brothers, acquired a brother, had his name changed twice, became a General overnight, and commanded the Army that defeated one of Rome’s greatest foes and subsequently led an army into the North. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

**2819140 THOMAS CROMWELL:** A Revolutionary Life, by Diamad MacCulloch. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for answers and found Cromwell’s fingerprints on some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. But he also found Cromwell, the man, an administrative genius, rescuing him from myth and slander. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 728 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00

**2858371 CHURCHILL AND THE General,** by Mike Lepine. Widely regarded as one of the greatest wartime leaders of the 20th century, Winston Churchill’s fascinating story unfolds in this heavily illustrated and completely written history. After reading all about his role in the world’s greatest conflict, discover more about his story with two bonus films: Winston Churchill: A Giant in the Century (90 minutes) and Churchill’s Island (22 minutes). 136 pages. Danann Publishing. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99

**6816444 LADY BIRD AND LYNDON:** The Hidden Story of a Marriage That Made a President, by Betty Boyd Caroli. 16 pages of photos, 463 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00


**6975178 A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL: Sex, Lies and a Murder Plot at the Heart of the Establishment,** by John Preston. Photos, some color. 224 pages. Virago. Pub. at $17.95


**6988242 PENCE:** The Path to Power, by Andrea Neal. 32 pages of photos. 279 pages. Red Lightning. Pub. at $22.00

**6981828 ALFRED THE GREAT,** by David Horspool. 245 pages. Amherst. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**2978466 RICHARD III:** Fact and Fiction, by Matt Lewis. Illus. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $22.95


**2801140 REAGAN:** An American Journey, by Bob Spitz. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 883 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00

**6723994 HÜBER: An Extraordinary Life in Extraordinary Times,** by Kevin Blake. Iho photos of photos. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00

**2779944 GEORGIANA DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE:** The Face Without a Crown, by Iris Levenson-Gower. 16 pages of color illus. 224 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95


**6851432 I, QUEEN OF NAPLES, JERUSALEM, AND SICILY,** by Melita Thomas. 16 photos of photos. 320 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $34.95

**6942015 ALI PASHA:** Lion of Ioannina, by Quentin & Eugenia Russell. Illus., many in color. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

**6909186 KARL VON RICHTHOFEN:** The Red Baron, by Jens Blasiak. Illus. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 10¾x10¾. Pub. at $49.99
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Death of Henry Stuart.

Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

Scrib. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
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Confederate Civil War.

Catherine Howard, Fifth Wife of King Henry VIII.
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3516574 GOERING: The Rise and Fall of the Notorious Nazi Leader. By R. Manvell & H. Fraenkel. Through historical documents and testimony of key witnesses, this revealing biography of Goering’s family, his former associates, his enemies, and his servants, the authors explore the extravagant lifestyle, cunning ambitions, and calculated ruthlessness of this truly sinister man. 440 pages. Skyscraper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5895510 HEINRICH HIMMLER: The Sinister Life of the Head of the SS and Gestapo. By R. Manvell & H. Fraenkel. Presents an in-depth look at one of the most sinister figures of WWII. As head of the Nazi’s feared SS and the sadistic Gestapo, Himmler supervised an array of atrocities. Photos. 265 pages. Skyscraper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6875588 WHITE AMERICAN YOUTH, My Journey Into America’s Most Violent Hare Movement—and How I Got Out. By Christian Piccolini. A former white supremacist leader provides a chilling look inside the world of violent hate groups. Raw, inspiring, and heartbreaking, this story will drive a wedge between the young people who lose themselves in a culture of hatred and violence, and how the criminal networks they forge terrorize and divide our nation. 275 pages. Hachette Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

2944594 CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME? Memoirs of a Literary Forger. By Lee Israel. Candid, compelling, and at times laugh out loud funny, this is the unbelievable and unforgettable cat and mouse pursuit of one-woman forgery business in order to pay the bills when she found herself nearly broke. 129 pages. Hachette Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

2732793 WYATT EARP: A Vigilante Life. By Andrew C. Isenberg. In popular culture, Wyatt Earp has become a beacon of rough justice in the tumultuous American West. However, Isenberg reveals that the lawman seen on screen by various actors is largely a fiction and in actuality Earp provided a chilling look inside the inner workings of the most notorious drug-laden neighborhoods in East Baltimore. 267 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2948974 THE COOK UP: A Crack Rock Memoir. By D. Watkins. Terrifying and hilarious, inspiring and heartbreaking, Watkins’ story offers a rare glimpse into the mentality of a person who has engaged in many harms way, while providing an inside look at the young people who lose themselves in a culture of hatred and violence, and how the criminal networks they forge terrorize and divide our nation. 275 pages. Hachette Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

2718840 EICHMANN BEFORE JERUSALEM: The Unexamined Life of a Mass Murderer. By Bettina Stangneth. This comprehensive work maps out the astonishing links between innumerable past and present actors from 16th-century SS henchmen—both in exile and in Germany—and reconstructions in detail the postwar life of one of the Holocaust’s principal organizers as no other study has done. A superb reassessment of the life of Adolf Eichmann, 579 pages. Bodley Head. Paperback. Pub. at $17.85 $7.95

5787251 GENGHIS KHAN: His Conquests, His Empire, His Legacy. By Frank McLynn. Combining fast-paced accounts of battles with rich detail about the man himself, this is the most authoritative biography of Genghis Khan, the Mongol conqueror whose legacy still shapes the modern world. 646 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2859629 GENGHIS KHAN: His Conquests, His Empire, His Legacy. By Frank McLynn. Combining fast-paced accounts of battles with rich detail about the man himself, this is the most authoritative biography of Genghis Khan, the Mongol conqueror whose legacy still shapes the modern world. 646 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3724190 GOOD TIME PARTY GIRL: The Notorious Life of Dirty Helen Cromwell, 1886-1989. By Robert Dougherty. Before Helen Cromwell became the legendary owner of the infamous speakeasy and post-prohibition saloon, the Suzy Q in New York, she was a “goods” girl who met cunning millionaires, bank robbers, detectives, and gangsters as she hustled her way through the early 20th century criminal underworld from New York to Chicago to San Francisco. Here, she tells her story. Photos. 304 pages. Shenanigan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

* 6932525 TOP HOODLUM: Frank Costello, Prime Minister of the Mafia. By Anthony M. DeStefano. Using newly released FBI files, eyewitness accounts, and family memos, this title takes you inside the Mafia that Frank Costello helped build from the ground up, from small-time bootlegging and gambling to a nationwide racketeering empire. This is the story of the man who made the Mafia such a powerful force in our nation's history. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

* 369383X EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My Life as a Hells Angel…and Beyond. By George Christie. The forty-year member of the Hells Angels now tells his incredible story; the tale of how a former Marine gave up a comfortable job with the Department of Defense to swear allegiance to the nation's most notorious biker gang—and how he risked everything to get out. 16 pages of photos, some color. 257 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

* 6743870 AL CAPONE: His Life, Legacy, and Legend. By Deirdre Bair. Cuts through the myths surrounding one of the most notorious gangsters in history, uncovering a complex character who was flawed and cruel but also capable of stunning nobility. At once intimate and iconoclastic, this is the definitive account of a quintessentially American figure. Photos. 395 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

* 6877370 BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE: A Reappraisal of His Life and Times. By Robert E. Lee. A fascinating and authoritative study of Edward Teach, better known as Blackbeard, that reads like an exciting swashbuckler. Lee goes beyond the myths and the image Teach so carefully cultivated to reveal a new Blackbeard infinitely more interesting as a man than as a legend. 264 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $16.15 $12.95

* 3693813 CITY OF DEVILS: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old Shanghai. By Paul French. In the 1930s, Shanghai was a city of extremes, where pasts could be forgotten, fascism and communism outrun, names invented, fortunes made—and lost. This impeccably researched narrative is the story of the rise to power of Jack Riley and Joe Farren and their rise and fall as a notorious biker gang—and how he risked everything to get out. 16 pages of photos, some color. 299 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2912716 CITY OF DEVILS: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old Shanghai. By Paul French. In the 1930s, Shanghai was a haven for outlaws from all over the world, a place where pasts could be forgotten, fascists and communists, names invented, fortunes made—and lost. This impeccably researched narrative is the story of the rise to power of Jack Riley and Joe Farren and their rise and fall as a notorious biker gang—and how he risked everything to get out. 16 pages of photos, some color. 299 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

* 2841806 STALIN: Waiting for Hitler, 1929-1941. By Stephen Kotkin. A history of the world during the build-up to its most fateful hour, from the vantage point of Stalin’s seat of power. This comprehensive and definitive biography of Stalin is a landmark achievement in the annals of historical scholarship. 32 pages of photos. 1154 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95
Inventing Norman Cantor: Confessions of a Medievalist. By Norman F. Cantor. Tells the story of medieval studies from 1948 to 2001 through the prism of Cantor’s own experience and career. With unusual courage and exemplary frankness, he provides an intimate view of his private and professional life. Written in Cantor’s own style, this memoir is full of personal details and humorous anecdotes about life in academia. 241 pages. ACMRS. Pub. at $28.95

The Enlightened Mr. Parkinson: The Pioneering Life of a Forgotten Surgeon and the Mysterious Disease That Saved His Name. By Lewis S. Lewin. Based on the story of Parkinson’s (1755-1824) contributions to the Age of Enlightenment by examining his three seemingly disparate passions: medicine, politics, and art. This is one of the intellectually intriguing stories of “the age of wonder.” Lewis restores Parkinson to his rightful place in history with this evocative portrait of the man and his era. Illus., some color. 306 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

Eureka! 50 Scientists Who Shaped Human History. By John Grant. How much do we really know about these scientists? For instance did you know that Galileo was also an accomplished lute player, or that Darwin brought his bold curiosity to the dinner table as well? Grant offers fifty vivid portraits of ground-breaking scientists focusing on their lives and the various quirks. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Einstein: The Life and Science of a23 Pioneering Scientist. By Robert F. Bath. Einstein, a mystic and casts a new light on an important figure of the Middle Ages whose ideas attracted considerable attention from modern thinkers. 321 pages. Yale. Pub. at $38.00


The Wonderful Mr Willughby: The First True Ornithologist. By Tim Birkhead. A fascinating insight into a thrilling period of scientific discovery during the seventeenth century, and a lively biography of a man who lived at its heart. 24 pages of color illus. 353 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00

Einstein: The Life and Science of a Pioneering Scientist. By Robert F. Bath. Researcher and a writer of popular science books, Bath has synthesized the major contributions of Albert Einstein in this engaging and readable biography. 327 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $37.95

Dangerous Darwins: From the Beagle to the Atomic Bomb. By Brian Clegg. The story of a groundbreaking scientist, a great contributor to our understanding of how the world works, and his duplicitous demon. Maxwell’s demon is a tiny but thoroughly disruptive thought experiment that suggests the second law of thermodynamics, the law that governs the flow of time itself, can be broken. 293 pages. Icon Books. Pub. at $24.95

Making Contact: Jill Tarter and the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. By William F. Trimble. A brand new biography of one of the world’s most famous scientists focusing on her lives work and her surprising personal history. 300 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95

Hawking: The Man, the Genius, and the Theory of Everything. By Joel Levy. Explores the life and work of Stephen Hawking. How did the brilliant mind of this modern Galileo break through the cutting edge of cosmology, from the Big Bang to black holes, and relating the ups and downs of his extraordinary and sometimes tumultuous life? Echtark’s position as a near unknown in 1967 transformed into one of the most important figures in science. 260 pages. Illus., most in color. 164 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $29.95

Confessions of a Medievalist. By Norman F. Cantor. Tells the story of medieval studies from 1948 to 2001 through the prism of Cantor’s own experience and career. With unusual courage and exemplary frankness, he provides an intimate view of his private and professional life. Written in Cantor’s own style, this memoir is full of personal details and humorous anecdotes about life in academia. 241 pages. ACMRS. Pub. at $28.95

Scientists, Academics & Inventors
*** Writers & Thinkers

2842394 THIS LIFE I LIVE: One Man’s Extraordinary, Ordinary Life and the Woman Who Changed It Forever. By Rory Feek. A gifted musician with firewood and water, and much of something to believe in. A young woman from the Midwest with an angelic voice and deep roots that just needed a place to be planted. This is their story. An inspired and touched millions of other hearts along the way. 252 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. $16.99 $4.95

3722430 THE LAST LOVE SONG: A Biography of Joan Didion. By Tracy Daugherty. Takes readers on a journey back through time, following a young Didion in Sacramento, through to her adult life as a writer—interviewing those who knew her personally, while maintaining a respectful distance from the reclusive literary great. 728 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $19.99 $4.95

6750370 MANDERLEY FOREVER: A Biography of Daphne du Maurier. By Tatiana de Rosnay. The author describes du Maurier’s life in vivid detail, from a shy seven-year-old in London; to a rebellious young woman; to the homemade affair in Paris; to a twenty-six-year-old newlywed as she wrote her first novel; and finally to her famous beloved mansion Ménagé which was the model for “Manderley” in Rebecca. Photos. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. $27.95 $7.95

2853140 THEODOR GEISEL: A Portrait of the Man Who Became Dr. Seuss. By Donald E. Pease. In this compact and engaging biography, Pease reveals the evolution of Dr. Seuss’s creative persona while offering an honest appraisal of his life—an examination that sheds light on the life and enduring legacy of America’s favorite children’s book author. Illus. 178 pages. Paperbound. $14.95

3706087 WHERE THE PAST BEGINS: A Writer’s Memoir. By Amy Tan. By delving into vivid memories of her traumatic childhood, confessions of self-doubt in her journals, and heartbreaking letters to and from her mother, Tan gives evidence to all that made it both unlike and inevitable that she would become a writer. Photos. 358 pages. Ecco. $28.99 $5.95

2909936 MY LOVELY WIFE IN THE PSYCHWARD: A Memoir. By Mark Lukash. The author’s odyssey through the harrowing years of his wife’s mental illness is anchored by an abiding devotion to his family and his own spiritual evolution. In the face of the fragility of the mind and the tenacity of the human spirit is above all a love story that raises profound questions: how do we care for the people most important to us, when and how do we become a writer. Photos. 417 pages. Viking. $29.95 $7.95

3717003 PAULINE KAEL: A Life in the Dark. By Brannon Costello. For this full-scale biography of the film critic, Kael has interviewed family members, friends, colleagues, and adversaries. From her youth in rural California to her early struggles to establish her writing career, to her passage into New York, this is a richly detailed portrait of this remarkable, often relentlessly driven woman. Photos. 417 pages. Viking. $27.95 $3.95

5667735 HEMINGWAY’S CATS: Revised Cuba Edition. By Carline Frederick Brennen. Hemingway loved cats. He depended on their companionship throughout his life, from the many cats he grew up with in Illinois, to his last two cats in Idaho. Hemingway’s closest cat friend of 14 years, Boise, was immortalized in Islands in the Stream. The cats appealed to the softer side of his character, revealing that there was more to him than the macho image of the hunter and fisherman. Well illus. 205 pages. Penguin. $11.95 $4.95

2912121 PRAIRIE FIRES: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Caroline Fraser. Spanning nearly a century of epochal change, from the Indian Wars to the Dust Bowl, Wilder’s dramatic life provides a unique perspective on the evolution of American mythology on self-reliance. With fresh insights and new discoveries, this account reveals the complex woman whose classic stories grip us to this day. Photos. 625 pages. Picador. Paperbound. $22.00 $6.95

2856531 WRITER, SOLDIER, SOLDIER, SPY: Ernest Hemingway’s Secret Adventures. By Anthony Summers. By Nicolson. By Robert Gottlieb. By the time Gottlieb left Simon and Schuster to run Alfred A. Knopf, he was the editor in chief, having discovered and edited classics like Catch 22 and True Grit. In this memoir, Gottlieb writes with candor about the challenges of running America’s most renowned magazine. The New Yorker. $16 pages of photos. 337 pages. FSG. $28.00 $7.95

6740537 THE DIVINE MADNESS OF PHILIP K. DICK. By Kyle Arnold. Probes the fascinating mystery of Dick’s heart and mind and explores how early traumas opened him to spiritual experiences. While delving into his complex drug dependency and violence, Dick’s divine madness was a powerful spiritual experience conveyed in the images of science fiction. 234 pages. Oxford. $19.95 $4.95

288450X RUMI’S SECRET: The Life of the Sufi Poet of Love. By Brad Gooch. The ecstatic love poems of Rumi, a Persian poet and Sufi mystic born more than eight centuries ago, are still beloved by millions of readers around the world today. In this breakthrough biography, the author brilliantly brings to life the man and puts a face to the name Rumi, while at the same time vividly coloring in the world he lived in. 377 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $17.99 $6.95

2831532 GOLDENYE: Where Bond Was Born—Ian Fleming’s Jamaica. By Matthew Parker. Explores the huge influence of Jamaica on the creation of Bond. As Fleming’s love for the island was shared with his heroine. In this revealing biography, Perrick brings to life Fleming’s story—two hearts that found each other and just needed a place to be planted. This is their story. Two hearts that found each other and touched millions of other hearts along the way. 202 pages. A lgonquin. $39.00 $9.95

2859904 Dimestore: A Writer’s Life. By Lee Smith. A collection of fifteen essays that are crushingly honest, wise and perceptive, and superbly entertaining. Together they create an inspiring story of the birth of a writer, and a poignant look at a way of life that has all but vanished. 202 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. $15.95 $6.95

2786613 HOW NOT TO GET RICH: The Financial Misadventures of Mark Twain. By Alan Pelt Crawford. Offers an uproarious account of how Mark Twain’s endless attempts to strike it rich, only served to empty his pockets. From his failed mining expeditions and his adventures in gold mining, to his many failed inventions, it gives us a hilarious and refreshing new perspective on America’s great humorist. 224 pages. HMM. $27.00 $6.95

3725499 AGATHA CHRISTIE: A Mysterious Life. By Laura Thompson. Was the world behind the eternally tantalizing mysteries that continue to thrill readers today? Thompson reveals the Edwardian world in which Christie grew up, explores her relationships including those with her two husbands and daughters, and analyzes the many aspects of her work which still surround Christie’s life. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. $19.95 $14.95

3718277 DAGGER OF THE MIND: Solving the Mystery of Shakespeare’s Death. By John Evangelist Walsh. Deeply surveying the historical record and the long and brilliant run of Shakespeare scholarship, relying mainly on certain revealing contemporary documents, including his technically fascinating will, the author offers the first complete document-based solution to the age-old mystery. Illus. 122 pages. ACMRS. $39.00 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/802 - 21 -
2935597 NEIL SIMON’S MEMOIRS. Told with his characteristic humor and unfailing sense of irony, this omnibus edition traces the history of modern entertainment over the last fifty years through the eyes of a man who started his life as the son of a garment salesman and became one of the greatest and most successful American playwrights of all time. 660 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6944860 THE GIRL FROM THE METROPOLITAN HOTEL: Growing up in Communist Russia. By Ludmilla Petrushevskaya. One of the world’s great writers, Petrushevskaya unravels the threads of her itinerant upbringing—of feigned orphanhood and of sleeping beneath the same roof withitahandicapped self-pity and in the the two dozen photos throughout the text, her feral instinct and the crude crutch in which her gift for giving voice to a nation of survivors was forged. 149 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6911471 THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and the Quest to Solve the Great Mind of Mystery. By S. Broc. 357 L.R. Stains. By re-examining the old records of trance mediums and seances, Bechtel and Stains discover that what Conan Doyle and his colleagues uncounered is as difficult to dismiss now as it was then. What was it that convinced a brilliant man, the creator of the great exemplar of cold, objective thought, that there was a reality beyond reality? Photos. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

2973235 ERNEST HEMINGWAY: Artifacts from a Life. Ed. by Michael Katakis. Beautifully designed, intimate and illuminating, this is the story of American icon Ernest Hemingway’s life through the documents, photographs and miscellanea he kept, compiled by the steward of the Hemingway estate and featuring contributions by his son and grandson. This magnificent resource is a companion to the 360-page exhibition at the 34th Street Location of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. SHOPWORN. 212 pages. Scriber. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95


598467X THE OWL WHO LIKED SITTING ON CAESAR: Living with a Tawny Owl. By Martin Windrow. While recovering in his London High-rise from a skydiving accident, the British military historian wishes for the company of a pet. Here, a rare 15-year relationship begins, with pages of photos in color. 396 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2842408 HEMINGWAY AT WAR: Ernest Hemingway’s Adventures as a World War II Correspondent. By Terry Mort. In the spring of 1944, Hemingway traveled to London and then to France to cover WWII for Collier’s Magazine. This absorbing narrative is a look at his experience and an investigation into Hemingway’s subsequent work—much of it stemming from his wartime experience—which shaped the latter stages of his career in dramatic fashion. Photos. 290 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

2890704 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. A thrilling, meticulous biography that fills a gap in our understanding of Henry David Thoreau, one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, by capturing the full arc of his life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms. 386 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

2799553 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. Critically and authoritatively captures Thoreau’s simultaneously wild and intellectually repressed side of the mystic’s descent and supernatural. As one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, Dann has captured the full arc of Thoreau’s life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms. 386 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3687406 MAX EASTMAN: A Life. By Christoph Irmssner. Set against the backdrop of several decades of political and ideological turmoil, and interweaving Eastman’s singular life with stories of the fascinating people he knew and loved, this biography will have broad appeal to readers interested in 20th century history, politics, and literature. Photos. 434 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $5.95

2851520 BE LIKE THE FOX: Machiavelli in His World. By Erica Benner. Far from the ruthless “Machiavellian” puppet master that popularly think he was, Machiavelli emerges in this thought provoking biography as a complex and ethical thinker who sought to uphold highest moral standards and restore the democratic freedoms of his beloved Florence. 360 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95


278100X THE WORLD OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER: The Frontier Landscapes That Inspired the Little House Books. By Marta McDowell. In this revealing exploration of Wilder’s life, McDowell examines the childhood experiences that shaped the writer. McDowell shares intimate details about the pioneer writer. Along with historic photos of the family, excerpts from books, letters, and diaries to bring light Wilder’s appreciation for plants, animals, and environments at the heart of her world. Well illus., many in color. 396 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2878283 NOT SO GOOD A GAY MAN: A Memoir. By Frank M. Robinson. Witty, charming and poignant, Robinson’s memoir gives insight into his work as a journalist and writer, and most importantly as a gay man navigating the often perilous social landscape of twentieth-century life in the United States. Photos. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $4.95

3697040 THE MAN WHO WOULD BE SHERLOCK: The Real-Life Adventures of Arthur Conan Doyle. By Christopher Sandford. Using freshly available evidence and eyewitness testimony, Sandford follows the links to crime that took place during Doyle’s formative years, and draws out the connections between his literary output and factual criminality. In a sense, Sandford argues, Doyle wanted to be Sherlock, to be a man who could bring order and justice to a terrible world. 316 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

2842378 SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL HAPPENED: A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil. By Yvette Manessis Corbelli. An advanced story and an advance account of the untold history of the Greek Jews during WWII, and a story about the importance of kindness and the courage to stand up for what’s right no matter the cost. Photos, some in color. 365 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

2917297 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of itself. Williams’s warring family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

2801912 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of itself. Williams’s warring family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

3027295 THE NEMIROVSKY QUESTION: The Life, Death, and Legacy of a Jewish Writer in 20th-Century France. By Susan Rubin Suleiman. Offered with personal insights of Némirovsky’s decendants and others, as well as by extensive archival research, this wide-ranging intellectual biography situates Némirovsky in the literary and political climate of interwar France and recounts the postwar lives of her daughters. Photos. 357 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95
Donatién Alphonse François de Sade. By Jean-Frédéric Hesse. The Marquis de Sade was one of the most controversial figures since the eighteenth century, a man of letters, philosopher, and politician who spent a great portion of his life incarcerated. Hesse examines the Marquis de Sade’s story through previously unpublished documents. Well illus. in color. 195 pages. Assouline. 9½x12. Pub. at $70.00

It’s All Relative: Adventures Up and Down the World’s Family Tree. By A. J. Jacobs. An epic, hilarious, and heartfelt three-year adventure among the branches of Jacob’s family tree. He meets scientists and computer programmers working to chart and understand the world’s genetic links, he contemplates black sheep and bad apples, and unveils his own extraordinary life story. Pub. at $17.95.

Jonathan Swift: His Life and His World. By Leo Damrosch. Drawing on discoveries made over the past thirty years, Damrosch tells the story of Jonathan Swift’s life. Probing holes in the existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about Swift’s parentage, love life, and various personal relationships, to show existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about his masterful creation of Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in The Wind in the Willows, Hemingway between his birthplace and his adopted country, Revolutionay Cuba.

Christopher Hitchens: The Last Interview and Other Conversations. By Matthew Dennis on. Traces the author’s account of the drama and the challenges of writing fiction under twenty-four hour surveillance, while being held as a political prisoner in Kenya’s Kamiti Maximum Security Prison. He captures not only the excruciating pain that comes from being cut off from his wife and children, but also the spirit of defiance that defines hope. 248 pages. New Press. Pub. at $25.99

It’s All Relative: Adventures Up and Down the World’s Family Tree. By A. J. Jacobs. An epic, hilarious, and heartfelt three-year adventure among the branches of Jacob’s family tree. He meets scientists and computer programmers working to chart and understand the world’s genetic links, he contemplates black sheep and bad apples, and unveils his own extraordinary life story. Pub. at $17.95.

Jonathan Swift: His Life and His World. By Leo Damrosch. Drawing on discoveries made over the past thirty years, Damrosch tells the story of Jonathan Swift’s life. Probing holes in the existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about Swift’s parentage, love life, and various personal relationships, to show existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about his masterful creation of Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in The Wind in the Willows, Hemingway between his birthplace and his adopted country, Revolutionay Cuba.

Christopher Hitchens: The Last Interview and Other Conversations. By Matthew Dennis on. Traces the author’s account of the drama and the challenges of writing fiction under twenty-four hour surveillance, while being held as a political prisoner in Kenya’s Kamiti Maximum Security Prison. He captures not only the excruciating pain that comes from being cut off from his wife and children, but also the spirit of defiance that defines hope. 248 pages. New Press. Pub. at $25.99

It’s All Relative: Adventures Up and Down the World’s Family Tree. By A. J. Jacobs. An epic, hilarious, and heartfelt three-year adventure among the branches of Jacob’s family tree. He meets scientists and computer programmers working to chart and understand the world’s genetic links, he contemplates black sheep and bad apples, and unveils his own extraordinary life story. Pub. at $17.95.

Jonathan Swift: His Life and His World. By Leo Damrosch. Drawing on discoveries made over the past thirty years, Damrosch tells the story of Jonathan Swift’s life. Probing holes in the existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about Swift’s parentage, love life, and various personal relationships, to show existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about his masterful creation of Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in The Wind in the Willows, Hemingway between his birthplace and his adopted country, Revolutionay Cuba.

Christopher Hitchens: The Last Interview and Other Conversations. By Matthew Dennis on. Traces the author’s account of the drama and the challenges of writing fiction under twenty-four hour surveillance, while being held as a political prisoner in Kenya’s Kamiti Maximum Security Prison. He captures not only the excruciating pain that comes from being cut off from his wife and children, but also the spirit of defiance that defines hope. 248 pages. New Press. Pub. at $25.99

It’s All Relative: Adventures Up and Down the World’s Family Tree. By A. J. Jacobs. An epic, hilarious, and heartfelt three-year adventure among the branches of Jacob’s family tree. He meets scientists and computer programmers working to chart and understand the world’s genetic links, he contemplates black sheep and bad apples, and unveils his own extraordinary life story. Pub. at $17.95.

Jonathan Swift: His Life and His World. By Leo Damrosch. Drawing on discoveries made over the past thirty years, Damrosch tells the story of Jonathan Swift’s life. Probing holes in the existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about Swift’s parentage, love life, and various personal relationships, to show existing evidence, he takes seriously some daring speculations about his masterful creation of Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in The Wind in the Willows, Hemingway between his birthplace and his adopted country, Revolutionay Cuba.
**2989880** CONGRATULATIONS, WHO ARE YOU AGAIN? A Memoir. By Harrison Scott Key. Join the author on his outrageously humorous journey through the American West. On this journey, Harrison finds that as he gains the world, he stands on the precipice of losing everything that means the most: his family, his friends, his soul. 346 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

**NEW!** **3859980** A FISH IN THE MOONLIGHT: Growing Up in the Bone Marrow Unit. By Sidney Homan. Sometimes comic, sometimes bittersweet, Homan's work illuminates the tough going of both story-teller and listener. While science can work wonders, comfort has always come by simple words. The story is medicine enough. 226 pages. Purdue UP. Pub. at $24.95

$18.95

**6596738** THE THREE FEATHERS OF CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Restless Soul of the World's Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Alex Taunton. At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Yet while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with evangelical Christians. Taunton reveals his intimate conversations with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $17.99

**2880342** THE BANISHED IMMORTAL: A Life of Li Bai. By Ha Jin. The author draws on a wide range of historical and literary sources to weave Li Bai, also known as Li Po's life story. This account is an extraordinary portrait of a poet with an inquisitive mind, and a man shaped by it, and his ability to love, and mourn without reservation produced some of the world's most enduring verses. 301 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00

**2870088** THE MAN WHO WASN'T THERE: A Life of Ernest Hemingway. By Richard Bradford. In this compelling new biography, Bradford reveals how Hemingway erased his own existence through a series of compelling lies that eventually help build the foundations of the modern world. The result is a revealing portrait of a writer who habitually demonstrated this trait, and how he shaped his life and work. 432 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $30.00

**2880383** DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY. By Andrew S. Curran. In this thematically organized biography, the author vividly describes Diderot's tormented relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often iconoclastic stands on art, theater, morality, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. 350 pages. Worth. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**2981793** GEORGE ORWELL: A Life. By Andrew S. Curran. Orwell is as relevant today as he was in his own short life time. Both of his classic novels have remained in print and have found new relevance in each succeeding political moment since his death. This biography is a shrewd analysis of Orwell's life, literature, politics, and personal development. 298 pages. Sutphen & Crew. Pub. at $25.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

**2308341** ANTHONY POWELL: Dancing to the Music of Time. By Hilary Spurling. This definitive biography paints a vivid picture of Powell's early years as a reserved, observant only child and, after Oxford, as a part of a colorful, rowdy circle of friends. Powell ran between the two world wars. Drawing on letters, diaries, and interviews, Spurling has written an enthralling and intimate story of an iconic literary figure. Illus., some in color. 453 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT to $21.95

**6882595** ON THE BOECK: The Life and Times of Reuven. By Wilbur Smith. From being attacked by lions, getting lost in the desert, and being washed up without a cash, and landing a Cessna airplane to redemption through writing and falling in love, Smith tells us the intimate stories of his life that have been the raw material for his fiction. A testament to a writer whose life is as rich and eventful as his novels. 16 pages of photos, some color 333 pages. Zaffre. Pub. at $28.00

PRICE CUT to $17.95

**2989000** ON LEOPARD ROCK: A Life of Adventures. By Wilbur Smith. The author has lived an incredible life of adventure. He’s been attacked by lions and had close encounters with deadly reef sharks. From his childhood in the wilds of Rhodesia through becoming a bestselling author, this is a testament to a writer whose life is as rich and eventful as his novels. 333 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$11.95


$4.95


$6.95

**6893565** DECODING CHOMSKY: Science and Revolutionary Politics. By Chris Knight. 265 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

$7.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95

**6961142** HOWARD FAST: Life and Literature in the Left Lane. By Gerald Sorin. Photos. 512 pages. InUP. Pub. at $40.00

$5.95


$4.95


$8.95


$26.95


$9.95

**2955231** BERYL BAINBRIDGE: Love by All Sorts of Means. By Brendan King. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $40.00

$11.95


$21.95

**6807445** THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF A.A. MILNE. By Chris Knight. Photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT to $25.95


$3.95

**277819X** JOHN BARLEYCORN. By Jack London. 172 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00

$3.95


$6.95

**2961377** MEMORIES: From Moscow to the Black Sea. By Telf. 267 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$7.95


$2.95


$5.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95


PRICE CUT to $6.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $5.95

**6855620** GUILTY THING: A Life of Thomas De Quincey. By Sally Cline. Illus. 397 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00

PRICE CUT to $3.95


PRICE CUT to $13.95

**2959653** JOHN AUDREY, MY OWN LIFE. By Ruth Scurr. 518 pages. NYRB. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT to $5.95
ARTISTS & PHOTOGRAPHERS

**6887856** RENOIR: An Intimate Biography. By Barbara Ehrich White. Presents an intimate biography of this most intriguing of Impressionist artists in a narrative interspersed with over a thousand extracts from letters by, to and about Renoir. Drawing on a wealth of unpublished material, White brings us into direct contact with Renoir and his family, friends and father, and enables us to appreciate more fully his great paintings. Illus., many in color. 432 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95

**6899025** MR. LEAR: A Life of Art and NonSense. By Jenny Uglow. 598 pages. FSG. Pub. at $45.00


**687754** ALBERTO GIACOMETTI: A Biography. By Catherine Grenier. Photos. 335 pages. Flammarion. Pub. at $40.00

**2968649** PAINTINGWAR: George Plante’s Combat Art in World War II. By Kathleen Broome Williams. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 278 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95


**6662571** VAN GOGH’S EAR. By Bernadette Murphy. Illus., some in color. 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00


**6839360** THE FLOATING PRISON: The Remarkable Account of Nine Years’ Captivity on the British Prison Hulks During the Napoleonic Wars. By Louis Garneray. Illus., some in color. 246 pages. Conway. Pub. at $32.95


**6899477** MISS D & ME: Life with the Indomitable Bette Davis. By Kathryn Sermak with D. Morton. An intimate account of the last years of the unique and formidable Bette Davis and her assistant Kathryn Sermak. A tale of kindness, unfailing loyalty, breathtaking style, and the beautiful friendship that endured through it all. Color photos. 278 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $27.00

**369884X** MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise. By Marion Ross with D. Lauren. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—from break-out star Henry Winker to Cunningham wild child in Minnie—Ross describes what it was like to be a starry-eyed young girl with dreams in rural Minnesota, and the determination it took to make them come true. 16 pages of photos, some in color.

**2991292** AND GOD CREATED RICHARD: The Life of Richard Burton. By Tom Rubython. This is the story of Richard Burton, a sweeping saga spanning 1898 to 1984, a story more exciting than any novel about the most charismatic actor that ever walked the stage. From the coal mining districts of Wales to the film sets of Hollywood, a far reaching biography that reflects the entire life of one of the greatest Anglo-Americans of our time. 64 pages of photos, some color. 812 pages. Myrte. Pub. at $30.00

**2831554** HOW A MOVIE STAR: Elizabeth Taylor in Her Own Words. By William, A. Regards his starry-eyed young girl of the same name as a starry-eyed young girl with dreams in rural Minnesota, and the determination it took to make them come true. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 812 pages. Myrte. Pub. at $30.00

**3995751** HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart. By Scott Eyman. Henry Fonda and James Stewart were two of the biggest stars of Hollywood’s golden age, but their friendship was more than just business; they were friends and roommates as struggling stage actors in New York. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of an extraordinary friendship spanning 1898 to 1984, a story more exciting than any novel about the most charismatic actor that ever walked the stage. From the coal mining districts of Wales to the film sets of Hollywood, a far reaching biography that reflects the entire life of one of the greatest Anglo-Americans of our time. 16 pages of photos. 367 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**3692477** HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart. By Scott Eyman. The remarkable account of two Hollywood legends who, though different in many ways, maintained a close friendship that endured through all of life’s twists and turns. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of an extraordinary companionship that lasted through war, marriages, children, careers, and everything else. 16 pages of photos. 367 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

**5707368** JIMMY STEWART: The Truth Behind the Legend. By Michael Munn. This in-depth biography covers more than just Stewart’s film and military careers. It reveals his notoriously volatile temper, the accusations of racism, and astonishing tales of heady love affairs, hookers and hoodlums, and of Stewart’s run-in with Mafia man Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel. SHOP WORN. 317 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


**299125X** ALL IN ALL: An Actor’s Life on and off the Stage. By Stacy Keach. In his thoughtful, introspective memoir, the classical heartthrob and star of films like American History X and Mike Hammer takes readers on a behind the scenes tour of his life, covering his battles with drug addiction, his search for true love, his Hollywood friendships, and much more. Photos. 256 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95

**6931312** MISS D & ME: Life with the Indomitable Bette Davis. By Kathryn Sermak with D. Morton. An intimate account of the last years of the unique and formidable Bette Davis and her assistant Kathryn Sermak. A tale of kindness, unfailing loyalty, breathtaking style, and the beautiful friendship that endured through it all. Color photos. 278 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $27.00

**6625711** VAN GOGH’S EAR. By Bernadette Murphy. Illus., some in color. 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00


**6839360** THE FLOATING PRISON: The Remarkable Account of Nine Years’ Captivity on the British Prison Hulks During the Napoleonic Wars. By Louis Garneray. Illus., some in color. 246 pages. Conway. Pub. at $32.95


**6909477** IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY: Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, and Fun in the Sandbox. By Carol Burnett. Carol pulls back the curtain on the 25-time Emmy Award-winning show that made entertainment history, and she reminisces about the outlandish characters and tender moments that made working on the series as much fun as watching it. Photos. 301 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00


**5707368** JIMMY STEWART: The Truth Behind the Legend. By Michael Munn. This in-depth biography covers more than just Stewart’s film and military careers. It reveals his notoriously volatile temper, the accusations of racism, and astonishing tales of heady love affairs, hookers and hoodlums, and of Stewart’s run-in with Mafia man Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel. SHOP WORN. 317 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


**6625711** VAN GOGH’S EAR. By Bernadette Murphy. Illus., some in color. 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00
2846403 SINATRA 100. By Charles Pignone. Frank Sinatra was an entertainer of mesmerizing talent, charisma, and style. This volume captures Sinatra in public and private, with exclusive unretouched photographs and memorabilia from the family archives, as well as the most iconic images, outtakes, and contact sheets from celebrated photo shoots. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

* 2994577 BRUCE LEE: A Life. By Matthew Polly. Bruce Lee made martial arts a global phenomenon. He smashed long held stereotypes of Asians and Western cultures. He bridged the divide between Eastern and Western figures as George Lucas, Ridley Scott and the Monty Python team, and this volume attempts to set the record straight, while revealing the accomplishments of this actor many feel was an equal to Chaplin. Well illus. 340 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $14.95

* 2993272 KEATON: The Man Who Wouldn’t Lie Down. By Tom Dardis. A reprint of the original text published in 1979. There have been many myths about the reasons for Keaton’s fading into obscurity in the ’30s at the MOM, and this volume attempts to set the record straight, while revealing the accomplishments of this actor many feel was an equal to Chaplin. Well illus. 340 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


2924552 CHARLIE CHAPLIN’S OWN STORY. By Harry M. Geduld. Covers Chaplin’s earliest life through his first husband with fellow actress curs and reveals many of the secrets of his greatest work. 24 pages of illus., some color. 360 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3071623 ONE IN A BLUE MOON: The Unforgettable Frank Sinatra. By Michael O’Neill. From newspaper delivery boy to the most famous voice in the world, he lived the impossible dream. His life was as complex and complicated as the man himself, and he bathed in the attentions of the great and the good. This beautifully illustrated tribute to the “Chairman of the Board” is filled with fascinating photos and stories. 136 pages. Danann Publishing. 10 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6718891 YOU AIN’T HEARD NOTHIN’ YET: Interviews with Stars from Hollywood’s Golden Era. By J. Bawden & R. Miller. A collection of rare interviews. It was a golden era. It was just a few years old. But it was Orson Welles, Volume 3: One-Man Band. By Simon Callow. The critically acclaimed epic biography of Orson Welles and his work. Reveals what it was like to be in Welles’s intimate circle, and, with a precision rarely attempted before, what it actually was like to be him. In this compelling biography the author provides a definitive answer to the old riddle: whatever happened to Orson Welles? Photos. 466 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

6870373 A LITTLE THING CALLED LIFE: On Loving Elvis Presley, Bruce Jenner, and Songs in Between. By Linda Thompson. For decades, Linda Thompson has led one of the most remarkable lives in show business. A beauty queen, award-winning songwriter, longtime love of Elvis Presley, and former wife to Bruce Jenner, she’s now opening up to tell the extraordinary story of her career, romances, and life in between. 16 pages of color in between. 369 pages. Dell. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

2984614 TRACEY E. READERS DIGEST. By Kailey Sagal. This award-winning star chronicles her life in this series of evocative and beautifully written vignettes, resulting in a life story relooked unlike any other Hollywood memoir you’ve read before. Photos. 244 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6880215 THE MEN IN MY LIFE: A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan. By Patricia Bosworth. The author delivers a tale of family, marriage, tragedy, Broadway, and art, featuring a rare view of the well-known literary and iconic figures from the golden era, New York in the 1950s. Full of fascinating, never before told tales and deep insights, this is a story about survival, achieving your goals, and learning to love. By S. Kendell. Well illus. 274 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

6835384 ONE LUCKY BASTARD: Tales from Tinseltown. By Roger Moore with G. Owen. In a career that spanned more than seven decades, the late Roger Moore was all the way out of Hollywood. In this fabulous collection of true stories from his stellar career, Moore lifts the lid on the movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. Well illus. 272 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2984614 DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS: The Fourth Musketeer. By R. Hancock & L. Fairbanks. On screen and off, Fairbanks was a force of nature, progressing in easy leaps and bounds from the By Michael O’Neill. From newspaper delivery boy to the most famous voice in the world, he lived the impossible dream. His life was as complex and complicated as the man himself, and he bathed in the attentions of the great and the good. This beautifully illustrated tribute to the “Chairman of the Board” is filled with fascinating photos and stories. 136 pages. Danann Publishing. 10 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

* 2916649 FAIRBANKS: The Fourth Musketeer. By R. Hancock & L. Fairbanks. On screen and off, Fairbanks was a force of nature, progressing in easy leaps and bounds from the By Michael O’Neill. From newspaper delivery boy to the most famous voice in the world, he lived the impossible dream. His life was as complex and complicated as the man himself, and he bathed in the attentions of the great and the good. This beautifully illustrated tribute to the “Chairman of the Board” is filled with fascinating photos and stories. 136 pages. Danann Publishing. 10 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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**2951673 CREATING CARMEN MIRANDA:** Race, Camp, and Transnational Stardom. By Kathryn Bishop-Sanchez. The actress, singer, and dancer sued a revered mission to demonstrate the provocative theatrical force of her cultural roots in Brazil. The author takes the reader through the myriad methods Carmen Miranda consciously used to maintain her image of race, gender, and camp culture—all to further her journey down the road to becoming a legend. Photos. 290 pages. Vanderbilt. $29.95

**6669682 ELVIS—THE LEGEND:** The Authorized Book from the Graceland Archives. By Gillan G. Gaar. Commemorates 40 years since the death of Elvis in 1977 with an extraordinary collection of beautiful photographs, rare memorabilia, and personal documents from Elvis’s Graceland archives. Every aspect of the King’s history is recounted, with special features on his albums and movies, his personal life and his incredible enduring legacy. 192 pages. Carlton. 9¾ x 11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**6919373 MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie.** By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful even death could separate them for long. Well illus., some in color. 388 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**2975955 MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie.** By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6856353 JOHN CRAWFORD: The Essential Biography.** By L.J. Quirk & W. Schoell. Sets the record straight by reexamining Crawford’s life through what mattered to her most, her films. Reveals how being a movie star was serious business to Crawford. The portrait that emerges is one of a woman who went after her goals with the same determination as a leading man, which was to be one of the best and brightest of Hollywood. 32 pages of photos. 294 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**6883979 JOHN WAYNE: Made in America.** By the eds. of the Official John Wayne Fan Club. This story is uniquely American, and the effect the country had on John Wayne is matched only by the outsie impact he had on the nation he loved so well. In an effort to salute both, this volume explores the breadth and depth of the movie icon by looking back at his life from birth to age, and embarked on a fresh search for love—one fart joke at a time. Color photos. 189 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**3711315 CHERRY ON TOP.** By Bobbie Brown with C. Ryder. Hilarious, sweet, and bitrate honestly, Brown’s memoir reveals how one courageous, pursuit of the screen that made her one of America’s last icons, yet deeply troubled, former Hollywood icon who is regarded as the world’s most famous movie star. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2782520 BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE: The Authorized Biography.** By Andrea Warner. Packed with insight and knowledge, this biography offers a fascinatingly honest, heartbreaking real portrait of Sainte-Marie, including the challenges she experienced on the periphery of showbiz, her healing from childhood trauma, and her leadership in the protest movement. This rare and intimate look back at the star as an uncompromising artist. The result is an entertaining portrait of an under-appreciated performer from Hollywood’s golden age. 48 pages of photos. 360 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

**6851521 MAKING SENSE OF MARILYN.** By Andrew Norman. With his medical background, the author is in a position to shed new light on the enigmatic Hollywood icon who is regarded as the world’s most famous movie star. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2785258 LOVE TRIANGLE: Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman & Nancy Davis.** By D. Porter & D. Prince. Huh, unauthorized, and unapologetic, here is all the gossip on this unlikely trio that is truly unprintable. With interviews. 16 pages of photos. 298 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


**673409X ROCK HUDDER EROTIC FIRE.** By D. Porter & D. Prince. In the dying days of Hollywood’s Golden Age, Rock Hudson was the most celebrated phallic symbol and lust object in America. This volume describes his rise and fall, illuminating the entertainment industry that created him. Photos. 688 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**5991218 LANA TUNER: Hearts & Diamonds Take All.** By D. Porter & D. Prince. This expose of “The Last Movie Star” is laced with intimate details never before revealed that members of the movie-going public never knew. Tragic, myth-shattering, and uncensored, it focuses on Miss Lana Turner, the most scandalous (and self-degraded) of the blonde goddess cult of the 1940s and beyond. Photos. 622 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2966830 KIRK DOUGLAS: More Is Never Enough.** By D. Porter & D. Prince. Kirk Douglas was both a charismatic actor and a man of uncommon force and energy. His unrelenting and electric spirit is both in his films and through his many sexual conquests. This edition illuminates and exposes the tumultuous seventy year career of the electrifying star of Hollywood’s Golden Age. Well illus. 625 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $28.95

**2969998 BOB HOPE: The Road Well-Traveled.** By Lawrence J. Quirk. This startling biography presents the complete story of the legendary entertainer, delving into every personal and professional aspect of Hope’s long, complex and dramatic life. Illus. 327 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**2992876 TRUMPETS FROM THE STEEP.** By Diana Cooper. The last volume of Lady Diana Cooper’s memoirs covers the years of the Second World War and its aftermath, when her husband Duff Cooper served as Minister of Information and then in various diplomatic posts around the world. 253 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**6781149 MIRIAM HOPKINS: Life and Films of a Hollywood Rebel.** By Allan R. Ellenberger. His story tells of her upbringing, her debut, her experiences with stars and studio moguls, her battle against encroaching age, and embarked on a fresh search for love—one fart joke at a time. Color photos. 189 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**3708195 HOWARD STERN COMES AGAIN.** Having interviewed thousands over his 20-year career, this volume is a feast of conversations and more, as between the lines Stern offers his definitive autobiography—a magnum opus of confession and personal exploration. Interspersed throughout these conversations are the rarest, most intimate selections from Howard Stern Show archives with Donald Trump that depict his own climb. 550 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**2780461 CHARLTON HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon.** By Marc Eliot. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Unveils the private world of one of the most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failures and regrets. The author examines and celebrates the lasting legacy of Heston, taking addition of the stories before heard stories of his father, husband, and unrequited actor. Well illus. 884 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4612766 AMERICAN TITAN: Searching for John Wayne.** By Marc Eliot. Setting Wayne’s life within the sweeping political and cultural transformations that defined the nation, Eliot’s masterly revisionist portrait is a remarkable in-depth look at a life that embodied the spirit of the 20th century. What emerges is a powerful understanding of a true American Titan. 413 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $28.99 $16.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/802**
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3716775 DARK MAGUS: The Jellyl and Hyde Life of Miles Davis. By Gregory Davis with L. Sussman. As told by his son, this “witty, entertaining, and well-written biography strips away the public perception of Davis and gets down to the realities of his personality, his relationships, and his many quirks. 16 pages of photos, some color. 176 pages. HaperCollins. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95


3719983 SOME SUNNY DAY: My Autobiography. By Dame Vera Lynn. It wasn’t until WWII that Dame Vera Lynn’s radio shows and songs connected with the men fighting for their country and those left behind praying for their loved ones. This remarkable autobiography is a vivid portrait of Britain at war and a unique story of one woman who came to symbolize a nation on the home front. 24 pages of photos, $9.95 HarperPaperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

2986779 MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers put in her way, emphatically showcases her signature blend of grit, energy, heart, and soul. 264 pages, some color. 260 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

6818765 CHER: All I Really Want to Do. By D. Caetlin & E. Hiegel. Beginning with her breakthrough as the Cleopatra to Sonny Bono’s Caesar in the ’60s, Cher: All I Really Want to Do provides an illuminating biography takes us through the tumult of the ’70s, the big-screen success of the ’80s, superstardom in the ’90s, and right up to her recent comeback alongside Christina Aguilera in Burlesque. 16 pages of photos, 272 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2947641 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF GUCCI MANE. With J. Martinez-Belkin. Taking us to his roots in Alabama, the streets of East Atlanta, the trap house, and the studio where he found his voice as a peerless rapper. Mane reflects on his inimitable career and also his years behind bars, the murder charge, addiction and the making of the Trap God. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 286 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2989527 INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Riff. By Michael Nesmith. Nesmith reveals his ecclectic, electric life which spans Monkees icon, rock star, songwriter, film maker, his invention of the music video, and his critical contributions to movies, comedy, and the world of virtual reality. Stepping into the world of Michael Nesmith where something curious is always unfolding makes for an endlessly engaging journey. Photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3725898 JUST GETTING STARTED. By Tony Bennett with S. Simon. A beautiful compilation of reflections on the people who have significantly enriched Bennett’s life. Recounting his life of achievement in show business, his relationships with family, his mentors, his friendships, and loving ones, he reveals how he has been shaped by the principles each of them imparted to him. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.95 $13.95

3027252 THE LIFE & MUSIC of RANDY NEWMAN: Maybe I’m Doing it Wrong. By David & Caroline Stafford. Delves into the life of Newman and his extraordinary body of work which, despite its musical variety, ultimately seems to fall into two broad groups: highly personal love songs and quirky musical short stories usually told by an unreliable narrator. This perceptive and entertaining biography is supported by a sumptuous work of one of the all-time great singer/songwriters. 16 pages of photos, some color: 277 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

2881632 PRINCE: Inside the Music and the Masks. By Ronin Ro. In this first biography to give full treatment to Prince’s thirty-five year career, his troubled adolescence, his early days, his love of Santana, his】—ed music journalist traces Prince’s rise from anonymity in the late seventies, to his catapult to stardom in the eighties, to his re-emergence in the 21st century, and beyond. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

2784181 A PASSION PLAY: The Story of Ian Anderson and Jethro Tull. By Brian Rabey. Trace the history of the band which shaped the rock n’ roll icon, this biography tells the story of Elton John’s meteoric rise from obscurity to worldwide celebrity in the wildest, weediest decade of the twentieth century. This volume takes us on a rollicking fame and drug fueled ride aboard Elton John’s rocket ship to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

6879649 HANK: The Short Life and Long Country Road of Hank Williams. By Mark Ribowsky. In a heartbreaking portrait of country music’s founding father, Ribowsky returns us to the genre’s origins to shine a light on the man behind the country music star—the charismatic young man who hid the wounds of his domestic quarrels, relied on painkillers to get through the day, and was always teetering on the edge of tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95 $14.95

3718629 CASH: The Autobiography of Johnny Cash. With Patrick Garr. The songs and music of Johnny Cash have moved audiences worldwide for over fifty years. In this fascinating autobiography the country music legend reveals the personal pain and turmoil that lay behind the incredible success of his professional career. 16 pages of photos. 333 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

6952732 CHANGE of SEASONS: A Memoir. By John Oates with C. Epling. One half of one of the most successful pop duos in the world, John Oates shares his highs, lows, triumphs, and failures in this revealing memoir, and he takes the reader on a wild ride through all the eras, personalities, and music that have shaped him into who he is. Photos. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00 $7.99

6948871 WHAT is IT ALL but LUMINOUS: Notes from an Underground Man. By Art Garfunkel. Features the artful, moving, lyrical impressions of a life that reveal the making of a musician and the evolution of a man. Garfunkel writes about his childhood, meeting Paul Simon, their becoming Simon & Garfunkel and ruling the pop charts, their long-unfolding split, and about being a husband and father, and much more. Photos. some color: 311 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

2923092 AMERICA’s MISTRESS: The Life and Times of Eartha Kitt. By John L. Williams. Eartha Kitt was an incandescent performer who seemed to be able to defy every stereotype thrown to her. She looked destined to become the world’s first superstar. But racism, America’s celebrity culture and her own vulnerabilities conspired to ensure that she would be punished for ever dreaming she could become America’s Mistress. Photos. most in color. 336 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. $4.95

2989824 THE HARD STUFF: Dope, Crime, the MCS & My Life of Impossibilities. By Wayne Kramer. Kramer’s story is a revolutionary one, but it’s also the deeply personal struggle of an addict and an avenger born of Detroit to Los Angeles, the tipped cowboy hat—the charismatic troubadour genre’s origins to shine a light on the man behind the country music star—the charismatic young man who hid the wounds of his domestic quarrels, relied on painkillers to get through the day, and was always teetering on the edge of tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95 $14.95

2949156 GOOD VIBRATIONS: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with J.S. Hirsch. As a founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary 55 years and counting as the group’s lead singer and one of its principle lyricists. A story of overnight success and age-defying longevity, of musical genius and reckless self-destruction, of the band’s rise to superstardom and their constant musical innovation. Includes interviews with Mike, Brian, Carl, Wilson, Al Jardine, Blondie Chaplin, and many others. Photos, some color. 225 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

Soundcheck. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

6953810 CAPTAIN FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ‘70s. By Tom Doyle. Based on rare one-on-one interviews with Elton John and his rock n’ roll icon, this biography to
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**372319** THE BALLAD OF BOB DYLAN: A Portrait. By Daniel Mark Epstein. Offers an intimate and comprehensive portrait of Bob Dylan. Beginning in the 1950s when Dylan's early strength to find artistic direction, his transition from folk icon to rock star, and his secluded family life and divorce. This account is a singular take on an artist who continues to inspire music lovers. 16 pages of photographs. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**6968473** BRIAN JONES: The Making of the Rolling Stones. By Paul Trynka. Offers a new take on the Rolling Stones’ epic rise to fame, laying bare the shocking ruthlessness, internal warfare and sexual competition that throttled the band from within. As well as exploring Brian Jones’ crucial yet untold role in the Stones’ music, it also investigates the unraveling of his psyche as observed by family, friends, bandmates, and fans. 372 pages. Viking. $35.00 $9.95

**2975427** CLEMEN Campbell: Life with My Father. By D. Campbell & M. Beg. A poignant and unflinching reminiscence. Suffering short term memory loss as he was induced into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2005, Campbell had few constants in his life. One of them was his daughter Debbie, who was there to help him through; yet, even as he declined into Alzheimer’s disease. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 176 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

**2949539** UNMASKED: A Memoir. By Andrew Lloyd Webber. Reflecting a life that has included many passions (from architecture to Turkish Van swimming cats), full of witty anecdotes, and featuring cameo appearances of classic albums and songs. Gives a vivid description of how he enjoyed the highs, battled the lows, and emerged in one piece. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 359 pages. St. Martin’s. $29.99 $7.95

**6980288** THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE. 386 pages. Blue Rider. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**6911099** MARY WELLS: The Tumultuous Life of Motown’s First Superstar. By Peter Benjaminson. Tells the whole story of Mary Wells, complete with her revelations about the violence, and the drugs in her life—and about her Motown hits that captivated the world. Photos. 304 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

**2781123** TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. In this acclaimed, spellbinding memoir, Robbie Robertson empowers this unique story-teller’s voice to bring together the journey that led him to some of the most pivotal events in music history. One of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of his time, he and his partners in the Band changed the language of rock music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 496 pages. Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**2783010** TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. The guitarist and songwriter of The Band weaves a poignant and lyrical memoir, employing his unforgettable voice to chart his journey through some of music history’s most pivotal moments. A chronicle of the time when rock became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and when five friends created a new kind of popular music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 200 pages. Sun. $30.00 $6.95

**3976057** I SAW THE LIGHT: The Story of Hank Williams. By Colin Escott et al. One of country music’s defining pioneers gets his own enthralling biography, vividly detailing the singer’s stunning rise and spectacular decline. Escott peels back the layers of a legend, revealing the hidden details of his rollercoaster journey. The basis for the film starring Tom Hiddleston. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

**2393554** LIVING LIKE A RUNAWAY: A Memoir. By Lita Ford. Fearless, revealing, and compulsively readable, Ford’s autobiography is the long-awaited memoir of one of rock’s greatest pioneers and fiercest survivors. 16 pages of photos, some color. 262 pages. Day Street. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**2872676** PAUL SIMON: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and the artist. Over the past three years, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and other figures from the pop music world. The result is a deeply human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**2983941** FAMOUS FATHER GIRL: A Memoir of Genetic and Musical Inheritance. By Jamie Bernstein. The eldest daughter of Leonard Bernstein mines the emotional depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s world offering us an intimate meditation on a complex and sometimes troubled man, the family business, and the music he created that became the soundtrack to their entwined lives. Photos. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**3708071** DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’. By Olivia Newton-John. For more than five decades, Olivia Newton-John has charmed and enchanted the world with her music, and become a way of life, when a generation came of age, and when five friends created a new kind of popular music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**6903916** GARTH BROOKS: The Anthology. Part 1. By W. Zanes. Garth relates the high adventure, his dreams coming true, and his new friends that he experienced in the first five years of his musical adventure. This volume you’ll also find the music that got released in those first five years on five CDs, which also include a few recordings that have never been shared before. Fully illus., many color. 240 pages. Melcher Media. $39.95 $5.95
**SKYDOG: The Duane Allman Story.** By Randy Peffer. The author and music industry veteran taps the people who knew Duane best and along the way unearths the tumultuous era that shaped Allman and his music, and that he in turn transformed. Includes a comprehensive discography of Allman’s work with his own bands and on other artists’ recordings. Photos. 316 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**VILLIFUL SHADOWS: The Account of Sonny James and the Southern Gentlemen.** By Gary Robble with B. Day. Sonny James and the Southern Gentlemen took their blend of Country Music far beyond the tight boundaries of a day. This personal account brings to light who these men were and what stories from that era are essential in grasping not only the successes, but the friendships and test of time. Photos. 304 pages. Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**9780552058026 OVER THE TOP AND BACK: The Autobiography.** By Tom Jones. One of the world’s greatest singing talents reveals the stories behind the ups and downs of his remarkable life, from the early heydays to the subsequent fallow years to his later period of artistic renaissance. A memoir like no other, it is a musical tale by turns raw, honest, funny, and jaw-dropping. Well illus., some color. 424 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95

**LOVE IN VAIN: Robert Johnson, 1911-1938.** By Jean-Michel Dupont, illus. by Mezzo. Explores the music of this blues legend who surrounded his life and death, his childhood, his womanizing and drinking, and his pact with the devil on the crossroads. The authors have produced a dazzlingly creative graphic novel, both an in-depth examination of this most enigmatic life. Fully illus. 72 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**3035909 HARLEM TO HOLLYWOOD.** By Billy Vera. The extraordinary story of singer/songwriter/actor/music historian Billy Vera, suburban child of a showbiz family, who fell in love with black music at an early age. His fascinating autobiography looks at his long, winding career, including his move into record production, and most recently, his eighteen-piece band Big Band 16. 284 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**2995555 NOFX: The Hepatitis Bathtub and Other Stories.** By Edna and the Boys. An addict during the last great era of rock and roll excess. With surprising candor and wit, Schenkel intimately documents the events surrounding her downward spiral from the band Helle 19 to the present. 303 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**Words & Music: The Story of the Beach Boys.** By Mark Paytress. Offers fresh insights into the life and legend of one of America’s greatest musical groups. The patriarch of one of America’s great musical families details the family history his lyrics have referenced—both the troubles and the joys—through generations. Writing poignantly about being a son, a patriarch, a husband, and a grandfather, he reflects on experiences that have influenced his music, life, and work. 336 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**2925613 VICIOUS: The Art of Dying Young.** By Mark Paytress. Offers fresh insights into the life and legend that was Sid Vicious. Through interviews and encounters with many of the band’s contemporaries and close friends, Paytress paints a stark but human portrait of a young man at once cursed and blessed, amazing and pathetic, on a spiritual odyssey. 231 pages. Bobcat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $6.95


**2991855 RHAPSODY IN BLACK: The Life and Music of Roy Orbison.** By John Kruth. Tells the story of the man who rose as musician and artist and does not shy away from or trivialize the personal pain, alienation, and tragic events that shaped Orbison’s singular personality and music. This fascinating volume chronicles Orbison’s life from his first rockabilly start in Wink, Texas, to his association in the supergroup the Traveling Wilburys. 16 pages of photos, some color. 249 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6807243 DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’: The Man, the Band, and the Song That Inspired Generations.** By Jon Bream. chronicling the roller coaster of his eccentric British childhood, the meteoric rise of Iron Maiden, summing the powers of darkly etched and full-throatedly aching songs. This memoir captures the life, heart, and mind of a rock icon. 16 pages of photos, most in color. Deep Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**2995433 HIT SO HARD: A Memoir.** By Patty Schemel. A stunningly candid portrait of the SoCal punk scene of the ‘90s and a memoir of an addict during the last great era of rock and roll excess. With surprising candor and wit, Schenkel intimately documents the events surrounding her downward spiral from the band Hole in 1991 to the present. 280 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $15.95

**3722074 PLAYING THE BASS WITH THREE LEFT HANDS.** By Will Carruthers. Carruthers played the bass in Spaceman 3 and then Spiritualized, one of the bands which emerged from their ashes. In some ways his story is that of an everyman in your regular, dysfunctional band waiting for the right moment to do what he’s done and seen a lot in his decades of touring. Now, he divulges all the zany, bizarre, funny, and captivating tales of what went on when the band wasn’t busy crafting chart topping albums. Illus. 243 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

**2995468 I AM BRIAN WILSON: A Memoir.** By B. Greenman. The patriarch of one of America’s great musical families describes as “Britain’s greatest living songwriter,” Nick Lowe is a multifaceted musician who pioneered pub rock, power pop, and new wave. Peppered with firsthand quotes from the likes of Elvis Costello, Huey Lewis and Johnny Marr, it is the definitive account of one of the world’s most talented and admired musicians. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**2065558 MARIANNE FAITHFULL: A Life on Record.** By Will Carruthers. Marianne Faithfull, described as “Britain’s greatest living songwriter,” Nick Lowe is a multifaceted musician who pioneered pub rock, power pop, and new wave. Peppered with firsthand quotes from the likes of Elvis Costello, Huey Lewis and Johnny Marr, it is the definitive account of one of the world’s most talented and admired musicians. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**3724220 CRUEL TO BE KIND: The Life and Music of Nick Lowe.** By Will Carruthers. Lowe is described as “Britain’s greatest living songwriter,” and Music of Nick Lowe. With B. Greenman. The candid, poetic memoir by the Beach Boys legend, taking us deep into the mind of a rock icon. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 370 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**2995631 ACCESS ALL AREAS: Stories from a Hard Rock Life.** By Scott Ian. Famous for coulouning legendary metal band Anthrax and only slightly less so for the band he has done and seen a lot in his decades of touring. Now, he divulges all the zany, bizarre, funny, and captivating tales of what went on when the band wasn’t busy crafting chart topping albums. Illus. 243 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $16.95

**2995301 LINER NOTES: On Parents & Children, Ekes & Excess, Death & Decay, & a Few of My Other Troubles.** By Loudon Wainwright III. The inspiration behind the world’s greatest miner’s son and his tenacious pursuit of success, in describing a life in music and the complexities of being a parent to a young musician. 16 pages of photos. 310 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**I AM BRIAN WILSON: A Memoir.** With B. Greenman. The candid, poetic memoir by the Beach Boys legend, taking us deep into the mind of a rock icon. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 370 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $15.95

**3959337 THE BEATLES, a Day in the Life.** By Neil Ashton. From the Wall of sound to the final concert at Shea Stadium, the story of the band's final days. 320 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2915855 RHYTHMS IN THE CITY: Louis Armstrong.** By Bill Berkeley. A lively and affectionate account of Armstrong’s life, from his birth on a cotton plantation to his later success as a musician and actor. 208 pages of photos, some color. 16 pages of text. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**3724220 CRUEL TO BE KIND: The Life and Music of Nick Lowe.** By Will Carruthers. Lowe is described as “Britain’s greatest living songwriter,” Nick Lowe is a multifaceted musician who pioneered pub rock, power pop, and new wave. Peppered with firsthand quotes from the likes of Elvis Costello, Huey Lewis and Johnny Marr, it is the definitive account of one of the world’s most talented and admired musicians. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**2995433 HIT SO HARD: A Memoir.** By Patty Schemel. A stunningly candid portrait of the SoCal punk scene of the ‘90s and a memoir of an addict during the last great era of rock and roll excess. With surprising candor and wit, Schenkel intimately documents the events surrounding her downward spiral from the band Hole in 1991 to the present. 280 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $15.95

**3722074 PLAYING THE BASS WITH THREE LEFT HANDS.** By Will Carruthers. Carruthers played the bass in Spaceman 3 and then Spiritualized, one of the bands which emerged from their ashes. In some ways his story is that of an everyman in your regular, dysfunctional band waiting for the right moment to do what he’s done and seen a lot in his decades of touring. Now, he divulges all the zany, bizarre, funny, and captivating tales of what went on when the band wasn’t busy crafting chart topping albums. Illus. 243 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95
2972069 NOTHING’S BAD LUCK: The Lives of Warren Zevon. By C.M. Kuhns. Based on brand new interviews with Zevon’s family, friends and associates, the author at last gives Warren Zevon the in-depth biographical treatment he deserves, making the life of this complex subject accessible to fans both old and new for the very first time. 176 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $29.00 . $21.95

★ 2916338 GEORGE JONES: The Life and Times of a Honky Tonk Legend. By Bob Allen. Previously published as George Jones: The Saga of an American Singer. This updated edition provides a hard-hitting portrait of one of the most revered singers in the history of country music. Jones’s saga is a lament for a world that could tell of rags to riches and (at least for a while) back to rags again. 16 pages of photos. 337 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 . $17.95

2992205 THE DEFINITIVE MARIA CALLAS: The Life of a Diva in Unseen Pictures. Text by Karl H. van Zoggel. This lavishly illustrated visual biography is a comprehensive and joyous exploration of the life and work of Maria Callas, which traces the length and breadth of her operatic career, from her first operas to her transformation and eventual decline. 320 pages. Readings Publishing. 10% x 13%. Pub. at $90.00 . $24.95

★ 2810956 THANKS A LOT, MR. KIBBLEWHITE: My Story. By Roger Daltry. Four years in the making, this is the first time Daltry has told his story which is the definitive biography of The Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock music. 230 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $30.00 . $21.95

★ 2993068 MOTHER AMERICAN NIGHT: My Life in Crazy Times. By John Perry Barlow. Completed just before his death, the story of his life is John Perry Barlow’s final gift to the world. Born into Wyoming ranching royalty, Barlow wrote lyrics to some 600 songs for the Grateful Dead, but ended up creating yet another legend. The biographer reveals the complex character behind a seminal figure who redefined the rules of youth, and out of that, the postwar generation, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock music. 259 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 . $19.99

298444X TONY BENNETT: Onstage and in the Studio. With D. Golden. Tony Bennett, one of the world’s most beloved entertainers and friends, has a talent that’s simply unequaled! This beautiful volume reflects on the important themes, influences, and inspirations that have illuminated his creative work throughout his life, first in a focus on music. An essential keepsake for all Bennett fans. Fully Illus., many in color. 188 pages. Sterling. 9½ x 11½. Pub. at $29.95 . $7.95


2988249 SLAYDOWN: The Life and Music of Eric Clapton. By Philip Norman. Eric Clapton has been acknowledged as rock music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has been more “rock ’n’ roll” than Clapton’s, no one’s story is more redemptive either. Packed with groundbreaking revelations and fascinating, poignant insight, this biography reveals the complex character behind a living legend. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 440 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 . $21.95

2885182 PAUL MCCARTNEY: The Life. By Philip Norman. The first definitive account of Paul McCartney’s music and his personal drama after the Beatles’ breakup, and his subsequent struggle to get back to the top with Wings—which nearly got him murdered in Africa and brought him nine days in a Tokyo jail. The essential biography of a musical legend. 32 pages of photos, some color. 853 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 . $11.99

★ 298315X OUTSIDE THE JUKEBOX: How I Turned My Vintage Music Obsession into My Dream Gig. By Scott Bradlee. Postmodern Jukebox, the rotating super group devoted to period covers of pop songs, which Bradlee created and co-founded, is now a bona fide hit. The cover author takes readers on his journey from a lost musician to a musical kingmaker. This is an inspiring memoir about how one musician found his rhythm and turned it into a creative movement. Photos, some in color. 244 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $23.00 . $5.95

★ 3725804 EVERY LITTLE STEP: My Story. By Bobby Brown with N. Chiles. In this raw and sometimes heartbreaking memoir, Brown reveals what really happened when he left New Edition to launch his solo career and shares tales of his relationships with some of the most prominent pop divas in the world. Through it all, Brown shows himself to be a family man, devoted to his two granddaughters and wife Color photos. 326 pages. Viking. Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 . $3.95

698083X Homeward Bound: The Life of Paul Simon. By Peter Ames Carlin. To have been alive during the last sixty years is to have lived with the songs of Paul Simon. A literary study with the scope and power of an epic novel, Carlin’s study of Simon reveals one of the most influential popular artists in American history as he has never been seen before. Photos. 415 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 . $9.95


CD 2979233 River of Time: My Descent into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope. By Naomi Judd with M. Wilkie. Read by Naomi Judd & Carolyn Kelly. Naomi Judd is a country music superstar has been nonstop success. But oftstage, she has battled incredible adversity. This inspiring memoir is her poignant message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 . $3.95

6801250 River of Time: My Descent into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope. By Naomi Judd with M. Wilkie. Naomi Judd is a country music superstar has been nonstop success. But oftstage, she has battled incredible adversity. This touching memoir is her poignant message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 . $6.95

2797798 EVERYTHING’S BIGGER IN TEXAS: The Life & Times of Kinky Friedman. By Mary Lou Williams. Kinky Friedman has been scarr ed by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 . $6.95

372249X River of Time: My Descent into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope. By Naomi Judd with M. Wilkie. Naomi Judd is a country music superstar has been nonstop success. But oftstage, she has battled incredible adversity. This touching memoir is her poignant message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $18.00 . $6.95


2791496 Chinaberry Sidewalks: A Memoir. By Scott Bradlee. Postmodern Jukebox, the rotating super group devoted to period covers of pop songs, which Bradlee created and co-founded, is now a bona fide hit. The cover author takes readers on his journey from a lost musician to a musical kingmaker. This is an inspiring memoir about how one musician found his rhythm and turned it into a creative movement. Photos, some in color. 244 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $23.00 . $5.95

6778542 Lightfoot. By Nicholas Jennings. Presents an unforgetable portrait of treasured singer-songwriter Gordon Lightfoot, an artist whose work has been covered by everyone from Joni Mitchell and Barbra Streisand to Bob Dylan and Elvis Presley. Revealing and insightful, it’s an inspiring and exhilarating story of redemption and brilliance. 24 pages of photos. 326 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 . $17.95
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2854791 BEING JOHN LENNON: A Restless Life. By Ray Connolly. The John Lennon depicted in these pages is a much more kaleidoscopic figure than the white washed Prince of Peace who gave us Imagine. Though there were more glamorous rock stars in rock history, few have captured the imagination like Lennon. Even within the Beatles, it was Lennon’s attitude which caught, and then defined his era in the most memorable way. 16 pages of photos, 448 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

6029489 TONI TENNILLE: A Memoir. With C.T. St. Clair. A viscerally account of T. Tenille’s life from her childhood in the segregated South to her thrilling rise to fame in the world of pop music to where she is now—no longer one-half of a famous couple, but a stronger woman for all she has experienced. 16 pages of photos, 214 pages. Back Bay Books. Published. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

5910196 FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Tells the story of a rock star, with the garish lights of Las Vegas and placing him back in his distinctly southern world of the mid-20th century. Explores the extravagance and irrationality inherent in the Elvis mythology, ultimately offering a thoughtful consideration of the fickle nature of fame. 24 images, 26 pages of photos. 362 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95. $7.95.

6368819 BEING ELVIS: A Lonely Life. By Ray Connolly. Takes a fresh look at the career of the world’s most beloved singer, pulling him from the garish world of Las Vegas and placing him back in his distinctly southern world of the mid-20th century. Explores the extravagance and irrationality inherent in the Elvis mythology, ultimately offering a thoughtful consideration of the fickle nature of fame. 24 images, 26 pages of photos. 362 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95. $7.95.

6880864 RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell. By David Yaffe. In this intimate biography, Yaffe reveals the backstory behind the famous songs, from Mitchell’s youth in Canada, her bout with polio at age nine, and her early marriage and the child she gave up for adoption, and then the many affairs that inspired masterpieces. This is the story of a remarkable artist that has left an indelible mark on American music. Illus., some in color. 440 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.99. $8.95.


4850087 STAN LEVEY: Jazz Heavyweight. By Frank R. Hayde. 32 pages of photos, some color. 224 pages. Santa Monica Press. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95.


* 6723381 EVERY NIGHT IS SATURDAY NIGHT. By Wanda Jackson with S.B. Bomar. 16 pages of photos, some color. 271 pages. BMG. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.


2838502 LOU REED: A Life. By Anthony DeCurtis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 16 pages of photos, some color. 757 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $34.00. $5.95.
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467298 THE WILD TRUTH. By Carine McCandless. In April 1992, Chris McCandless walked into the Alaska wilderness, where he survived for nearly seven months before dying in an abandoned bus. For over 20 years his story has captivated millions, and yet only one person knew the truth behind his remarkable journey. Here, his lifelong friend Carine finally tells the full story that inspired Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild. 40 pages of color photos. 277 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99

695265X THE ROAD HEADED WEST. By Leon McCarron. Terrified of the prospect of a life spent behind a desk, McCarron takes off to cross America on an overloaded bicycle packed with everything but his clothes, and sets off on a story that will inspire readers to chase their dreams and go off in search of adventure. 349 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

294006X THE FORGOTTEN ADVENTURES OF RICHARD HALLIBURTON. By R. Scott Williams. Richard Halliburton ran away from his home in Memphis at the age of nineteen to lead an extraordinary and dramatic life of adventure. His exploits around the globe made him an internationally renowned celebrity and the most famous travel writer of his time. This narrative details the spectacular exploits of a true adventurer. Well illus. 224 pages. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3716805 THE DISCOVERY OF JEANNE BARET: A Story of Science, The High Seas, and the First Woman in Circumnavigation. By Glynis Barnett. The extraordinary and dramatic life of adventurer. His wealth of information about Boone. It is an engaging account of one of America’s great adventurers in which Nathan attempts to set the record straight and dispel some of the myths about his father. 180 pages. UPKy.

2959410 OCEAN OF INSIGHT. By Heather Lynn Mann. This fascinating memoir of a husband and wife, who spent six years living aloft, is a spectacular exploit of a true adventurer. Well illus. 288 pages. Crown. Pub. at $23.99

278131X MY FATHER, DANIEL BOONE: The Draper Interviews with Nathan Boone. Ed. by Neal Draper. Lyman Draper conducted interviews with Daniel Boone's son. The interviews provided a wealth of information about Boone. It is an engaging account of one of America’s great adventurers in which Nathan attempts to set the record straight and dispel some of the myths about his father. 180 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5773504 GOING GYPSY: One Couple’s Adventure from Empty Nest to No Nest at All. By David & Veronica James. Faced with an empty nest as their last kid moved out of the house, the authors decided to throw caution to the wind, quitting their jobs, selling their home, putting on their vagabond shoes and hitting the road in a beat-up old RV. Now, they’re sharing their hilarious and transformative journey. 32 pages of color photos, 184 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


2888610 WILD BILL: The True Story of the American Frontier’s First Gunfighter. By Tom Clavin. Over his lifetime, he was an army scout, federal marshal, and a Union sharp-shooter who learned to take justice into his own hands. In this action-packed and thoroughly original account, Clavin sifts through years of lore to bring “Wild Bill” Hickok fully to life in all his gunslinging glory. 16 pages of color photos, 16 pages of maps. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95

5770149 BUSHMASTER: Raymond Ditmars and the Hunt for the World’s Largest Viper. By Dan Eatherley. Raymond Ditmars (1876-1942), the first curator of reptiles at the Bronx Zoo, brought back beautiful specimens and never before. This is the true story of this remarkable man—and his obsession with capturing one enigmatic and deadly reptile: the world’s largest viper, the bushmaster. 16 pages of photos, some color. 303 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95

2998629 ALONE ON THE WALL. By Alex Honnold with D. Roberts. One of the most famous adventure athletes in the world recounts the seven most astonishing climbing achievements far in his meteoric career. He narrates the drama of each climb, along with reflective passages that illuminate the inner workings of his perspicacious and discerning mind. 16 pages of color photos. 248 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95

6951178 YELLOWSTONE RANGER. By Jerry McClellan. The distinguished career in the National Park Service spanned four decades, five national parks, and a remarkable 32 year stay in Yellowstone, the park he loved and never left. In this long awaited memoir, he takes readers behind the scenes of leadership and what it takes to be a park ranger. 367 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

4613007 GRANDMAMA GATEWOOD’S WALK: The Inspiring Story of the Woman Who Saved the Appalachian Trail. By Beth Montgomery. In 1955, at the age of 67, Emma Gatewood became the first woman to hike the Appalachian Trail alone. This is the story of her documented account of her adventure describes her progress from Georgia to Maine, and all of the dangers, wildlife, and people she encountered along the way. Illus. 277 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

6959424 THE STOWAWAY: A Young Man’s Extraordinary Adventure to Antarctica. By Laurie Gwen Shapiro. The spectacular story of a scrappy teenager from New York’s Lower East Side who stowed away on the Roaring Twenties’ most remarkable feat of science and daring, an expedition to Antarctica. This true account of his odyssey, and the storied life of the man who inspired it all. 392 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

2816063 JOHN COLTER: His Years in the Rockies. By Burton Harris. In this classic biography, first published in 1952, Harris weighs the facts and sets the record straight and dispel some of the myths about his father. 180 pages. UPKy.

2927950 THE SUN IS A COMPASS: A 4,000-Mile Journey into the Alaskan Wilds. By Caroline Van Hennep. A unique blend of science, adventure, and personal narrative, this exciting story explores the boundary of the physical body and the potentiality of the mind. The story of a group of wilderness adventurers whose daily survival is nothing short of miraculous. It’s a journey through the heart, the mind, and some of the wildest places left in North America. 16 pages of color photos. 308 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.99

6958075 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT: The Complete Drawings from the American Travel Diaries. By Glynis Barnett. This volume presents the complete drawings from Humboldt’s American travel diaries, completed between 1799-1804. Featuring reproductions of facsimile quality, original text excerpts, and commentary by renowned experts on Humboldt’s work, this stunning illustrated work offers remarkable insight into the artist’s creative process. Slipcased. Prestel. 10x14. Pub. at $195.00

2857413 LIFE AMONGST THE MODOCs: Unwritten History. By Joaquin Miller. First published in 1873, this fascinating narrative is based on Miller’s years among the mining towns and Indian camps of northernmost California during the tumultuous 1850s. A nature writer, he was also a musician in his portrayal of the state’s emotional landscape, dealing with themes such as loneliness and defeat, melancholy and rage, and the tenuousness of life in the company of creatures whose daily survival is nothing short of miraculous. It’s a journey through the heart, the mind, and some of the wildest places left in North America. 16 pages of color photos. 433 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


2803384 ALONE ON THE WALL. By Alex Honnold with D. Roberts. One of the most famous adventure athletes in the world recounts the seven most astonishing climbing achievements far in his meteoric career. He narrates the drama of each climb, along with reflective passages that illuminate the inner workings of his perspicacious and discerning mind. 16 pages of color photos. 248 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95
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BENEATH THE HEART OF THE SEA. Owen Chase. Originally published as Narrative of the Most Extraordinary and Distressing Shipwreck of the whale-ship Essex, in 1819. Presents Chase’s autobiographical account of his survival at sea in 1820. This story inspired Moby Dick and is now the focus of the feature film In the Heart of the Sea. 89 pages. Hesperus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

NO PICNIC ON MOUNT KENYA: The Story of Three POW’s Escape to Adventure. By Felice Benuzzi. The remarkable story of three Italian men who broke out of British POW camp 354 yards from Mount Kenya, and with improvised equipment and meager rations, climbed the north face of the Mountain, and then unhinkably broke back into the camp. This edition includes Benuzzi’s watercolors, and a special chapter never translated in English. 292 pages. MacLehose Press. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

THE CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BOOKS. By Edward Wilson-Lee. This volume tells the extraordinary story of Hernando Colon, a singular visionary of the printing press age who also happened to be Christopher Columbus’ illegitimate son. This account details Colon’s quest to continue his father’s campaign to explore the boundaries of the known world by building a library that would collect everything ever printed. Illus., some in color. 401 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

THE NOTORIOUS CAPTAIN HAYES: The Remarkable True Story of William ‘Bully’ Hayes, Pirate of the Pacific. By Michael Teague. The first proper biography of this legendary 19th-century figure, sorting facts from fantasy as it charts the true story of a genuine rogue and adventurer. Set against the backdrop of the Pacific during the great age of sail and piracy, this swashbuckling tale will have you yawning from beginning to end. 314 pages. HarperCollins. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


EXPLORER. By Brendan McDonough with S. B. Harlan. Doubleday. Pub. at $20.00. **$9.95**

MY SECRET MOTHER. By Phyllis Whitsett. After years of searching, the author finds her birth mother, known locally as “Tippery Mary”. She discovers she is a broken woman—a victim of early-onset dementia and an alcoholic, crushed by years of missing the daughter she gave up. Phyllis begins to secretly care for her mother. An incredible story of forgiveness and compassion. Photos, some in color. 240 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **$3.95**

A MIDWIFE IN AMISH COUNTRY: Celebrating God’s Gift of Life. By Kim Woodward Osterholzer. Chronicles the author’s nine-year apprenticeship grappling with the nuances and idiosyncrasies of birth control as she tagged along with the women who cared for her Amish patients at home. She recounts the beauty and painstaking effort of those early years spent catching babies by the light of crickling woodstoves, oil lamps, and lanterns. 339 pages. Regency. Pub. at $24.99. **$6.95**

A NEW MODEL: What Confidence, Beauty & Power Really Look Like. By Ashley Graham with Draylen. When Ashley Graham was the first size 14 model to be featured on the cover of Sports Illustrated, she broke a barrier many thought impenetrable. Here, she shares the story of her life and career, from the mail in Nebraska where she was discorded, to her move to New York City at age 17, to her teenager, to her years as a catalog model and beyond. Color photos. 198 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95**

THE HUSBAND HUNTERS: American Heiresses Who Married into the British Aristocracy. By Erica Garza. In this remarkable exploration of the cultural taboos surrounding sex and porn from a female perspective, Garza explores the history of women who married into the impoverished British gentry at the turn of the twentieth century—the real women who inspired Downton Abbey. Learn what they thought of the new lives in England and how they parented their young. In England thought of them. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**

THE WOMEN WHO FLEW FOR HITLER: A True Story of Soaring Ambition and Searing Rivalry. By Ciara Mulvey. Hanna Reitsch and Meilla Von Stauffenberg were courageous women who fought conventional wisdom to become the only female aviators in the male-dominated world of flight in 1930s Germany. Mulvey gets under the skin of these two women, giving a full account of their contrasting yet strangely parallel lives. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 470 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. **$4.00**

PRAIRIE FIRES: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Caroline Fraser. Based on unpublished manuscripts, letters, diaries, and land and financial records, Fraser reveals the grown-up story behind the most influential children’s book of the modern era, a heartfelt chronicle the relationship with her daughter, setting the record straight regarding charges of ghostwriting that have swirl around the books. Photos. 16 pages of photos. Metropolitan. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**

SAINT KATHARINE: The Life of Katharine Drexel. By Cordelia Frances Biddle. Recounts the extraordinary story of a Gilded Age luminary who became a selfless worker for the welfare and rights of America’s poorest persons. When illness incapacitated her in later years, divine radiance was said to emanate from her, a radiance that led her to a religious instruction in 1899. Yale. 283 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00. **$12.95**

FULL DISCLOSURE. By Stormy Daniels with K.C. O’Leary. How did Daniels become the woman willing to take on a president? What does she care to be revealed of her life as a beacon of hope by others, and to be an object of fascination to all? Daniels tells her whole story for the first time in this surprising, completely candid, and often hilarious “dissclosure.” 270 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. **$3.95**
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6551378 GOOD CHINESE WIFE: A Love Affair with China Gone Wrong. By Susan B. Blumberg-Kason. In her riveting memoir, Blumberg-Kason, a shy Midwesterner, recounts her struggle to be the perfect traditional “Chinese” wife to her increasingly controlling and abusive Chinese husband. Moving between rural China and the bustling cities of Hong Kong and San Francisco, this is an eye-opening account of marriage and family in contemporary China and America. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3149579 SISTERS FIRST: Stories from Our Wild and Wonderful Life. By J.B. Hager & B.P. Bush. The former first daughters share intimate conversations with the woman herself and interviews with the great men and remarkable women on whom she built her empire, the author unveils Claude’s secret, forbidden universe of pleasure and privilege. Photos. 245 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

2890364 A WARRIOR OF THE PEOPLE: How Susan La Flesche Overcame Racial and Gender Inequality to Become America’s First Indian Doctor. By Mark Danner. This is the story of an Indian woman who effectively became the chief of an entrenched patriarchal tribe, the story of a woman who crashed through thick walls of ethnic, racial, and gender prejudice, then spent the rest of her life using a unique bicultural identity to improve the lot of her people. Photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $8.95

6838790 THE GIRL WHO ESCAPED ISIS: This is My Story. By F. Khalaf & A.C. Hoffmann. As a young Yazidi woman, Khalaf was living a normal, sheltered life in northern Iraq when her village was suddenly attacked by ISIS. In unprecedented detail, she shows how she broke free of her courageous flight to freedom in this astonishing memoir. 225 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3728472 FREEDOM: My Book of Firsts. By Jaycee Dugard. At the age of eleven Jaycee was abducted from a school bus stop and was missing for more than eighteen years. Now she tells the story of her first experiences after her years in captivity: the joys that accompanied her new found freedom and the challenges of making choices for herself. Photos. 247 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

6900361 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3, 1939-1962: The War Years and After. By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. Cook follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, an exploration of maintaining her principles while the country and her husband increasingly drew away from them. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

2826666 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962. By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor’s death in 1962. It follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, an exploration of maintaining her principles while the country and her husband increasingly drew away from them. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

2864851 MOLLY’S GAME. By Molly Bloom. Bloom takes you through her adventures running an exclusive high-stakes card game catering to such clients as Leonardo DiCaprio and Ben Affleck, athletes, billionaires, politicians, and financial titans. It’s the story of a determined woman, and how she gained and lost her place at the table. 262 pages. River Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2868288 DOROTHY DAY: The World Will Be Saved by Beauty. By Kate Hennessy. The story of a prominent reformer and social organizer who founded a radical Christian movement to work for justice, eradicating poverty, and helping the needy. This biography offers a gorgeously rendered portrait of this complicated woman and explores the effects of her powerful legacy on her own family and grandchild. 372 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

285614X MADAME CLAUDE: Her Secret World of Pleasure, Privilege & Power. By William Stadler. The secret life of Madame Claude, the woman behind the most glamorous and successful escort service in the world. Through her own conversations with the woman herself and interviews with the great men and remarkable women on whom she built her empire, the author unveils Claude’s secret, forbidden universe of pleasure and privilege. Photos. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

6921866 LESSONS FROM THE PRAIRIE. By Melissa Francis. Broadcast journalist Melissa Francis shares behind the scenes stories from the set of Little House on the Prairie, as well as inspirational and practical life lessons she learned from the show’s dynamic creator, Michael Landon, that have echoed throughout her adult life. Color photos. 245 pages. Weinstein. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3700636 TRUE STORIES FROM AN UNRELIABLE EYEWITNESS: A Feminist Coming of Age. By Christine Lahti. A fiercely intelligent, hilarious, and deeply feminist collection of interrelated personal stories that reveal we’re all unreliable eyewitnesses when it comes to our deeply personal memories. 243 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2911442 BITE ME: How Lyme Disease Stole My Childhood, Made Me Crazy, and Almost Killed Me. By Ally Hilfiger. Shares the heart-wrenching true story of Ally Hilfiger’s journey from sickness to health. Here she also offers readers hope and ideas for how one can transition from victim to survivor. 298 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

6722659 MY GRANDFATHER WOULD HAVE SHOT ME: A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past. By J. Tege & N. Sellmair. When Tege, a German-Nigerian woman, happened to pluck a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be changed. Recognizing photos of her mother and grandmother, she discovers a horrifying fact: Her grandfather was the vicious Nazi commandant Amon Goeth. She sounds her voice and its deep ramifications in her powerful personal story. Photos. 230 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 2835126 FETISH GIRL: A Memoir of Sex, Domination, and Motherhood. By Bella LaVey. When Bella was a single mother faced with an unwanted pregnancy, her radical Christian decision to become a porn star sets off a series of events that lead her through the bizarre worlds of erotic wrestling, BDSM, performance art, addiction, and a deeply dangerous relationship. A true story of one woman’s discovery of her own identity, limits, and issues of balance, and desire, and survival. 283 pages. She Writes Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6774628 TRIALS OF THE EARTH: The True Story of a Pioneer Woman. By Mary Mann Hamilton. The first-hand account of a remarkable woman who moved to the wilds of the American West, and set out to create her own center: a cosmetics company, a publishing company, a women’s rights advocate. Photos. 304 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95
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★ 2827913 MADAME BLAVATSKY: The Mother of Modern Spirituality. By Gary Lachman. Offers a troubling and clarifying biography of one of the most polarizing figures of alternative spirituality, the occultist Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


★ 2808715 HOLLYWOOD’S EVE: Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A. By Lili Anolik. Anolik’s elegant and provocative new study is equal parts biography and detective story. It is also an intimately titled text with its subject: artist, writer, muse, and one woman zeitgeist, Eve Babitz. For Babitz, life was slow and fast at once, and in the 1960s, she moved into a Los Angeles apartment building. Abrams shares her unique and exquisitely wrought account of a woman’s journey toward self-love and acceptance in a family that sought to deny her black heritage. Photos. 350 pages. Gallery. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ 2868814 HOLLYWOOD’S EVE: Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A. By Lili Anolik. Anolik’s elegant and provocative new study is equal parts biography and detective story. It is also an intimately titled text with its subject: artist, writer, muse, and one woman zeitgeist, Eve Babitz. For Babitz, life was slow and fast at once, and in the 1960s, she moved into a Los Angeles apartment building. Abrams shares her unique and exquisitely wrought account of a woman’s journey toward self-love and acceptance in a family that sought to deny her black heritage. Photos. 350 pages. Gallery. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ 2906611 THE LADY FROM THE BLACK LAGOON: Hollywood Monsters and the Lost Legacy of Lily Mears. By Karla N. Stover. This narrative uncovers the life and work of Milicent Patrick, one of Disney’s first female animators and the only woman in history to create one of Hollywood’s classic movie monsters. This volume is a celebration of a woman who earned Trailblazer, and persevered and produces Patrick in her rightful place in film history. 307 pages.

★ 2901136 BETTY FORD: First Lady, Women’s Advocate, Survivor, Trailblazer. By Sheila Tate. 24 pages of photos, most in color. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ 2957643 IRIS APFEL: Accidental Icon. By Deborah Beatriz Blum. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ 2944022 LADY OF THE MERCIANS. By Marjane Ambl er. 211 pages. Amistad. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**


★ 2926543 HUNDREDS OF INTERLACED FINGERS: A Kidney Doctor’s Search for the Perfect Match. By Vanessa Grubbs. 261 pages. Amistad. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

★ 2944022 LADY OF THE MERCIANS. By Marjane Ambl er. 211 pages. Amistad. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

★ 2955653 COMING OF AGE: The Sensational Awakening of Margaret Mead. By Deborah Beatriz Blum. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

★ 2953781 SONATA: A Memoir of Pain and the Piano. By Andrea Avery. 250 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

★ 2917092 YELLOWSTONE HAS TEETH. By Marjane Ambl er. 211 pages. Amistad. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**


★ 6859674 CRUEL TO BE KIND. ByCarthy Glass. 310 pages.

★ 2827092 THE LOST PILOTS: The Spectacular Rise and Scandalous Fall of Aviation’s Golden Couple. By Corey Mead. Based on years of research and full of adventure, forbidden passion, crime, scandal, and tragedy, this extraordinary true story is brought to vivid life by an inspiring story about fighting for life in a dark time. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

★ 2850125 FOUNDER, FIGHTER, SAXON QUEEN: Aethelflaed, Founder, Fighter, Saxon Queen. By Marjane Ambl er. 211 pages. Amistad. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

★ 2801123 HELLO, STRANGER: My Life on the Autism Spectrum. By Barbara Mor as is told to K. Williams. The story of a misunderstood individual who serves as an eye-opening call for compassion. Bracingly honest, Moran describes the profound loneliness of being abandoned and judged while also expressing her deep yearning simply to be loved and to give love. Her story is a challenge to every reader to see the beauty and the humanity present in every individual. Photos. 224 pages. Kicam Projects. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

★ 6823718 IRIS APFEL: Accidental Icon. Aslude maxims, anecdotes from childhood to the present, essays of style and various subjects, from the decline of manners to risk-taking, all fill this entertaining and thought-provoking volume about a true original. A dynamic personality in the worlds of fashion, textiles, and interior design—Iriss Apfel is a rare bird, indeed. Illus., many in color. 176 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

★ 2952823 THIS IS REALLY WAR: The Incredible True Story of a Navy Nurse POW in the Occupied Philippines. By Emilie Le Beau. Scribner. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

★ 680392X JEFFERSON’S Daughters: Three Sisters, White and Black, in a Young America. By Catherine Kerrison. Vividly brought to life in Kerrison’s narrative are the eventful lives of Thomas Jefferson’s daughters—two white and free, one black and enslaved. A richly interwoven story of three strong women and their fight to shape their own destinies that sheds new light on the ongoing struggle between gender and race.


★ 2917262 SONATA: A Memoir of Pain and the Piano. By Andrea Avery. 250 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

★ 2871329 IRIS APFEL: Accidental Icon. Aslude maxims, anecdotes from childhood to the present, essays of style and various subjects, from the decline of manners to risk-taking, all fill this entertaining and thought-provoking volume about a true original. A dynamic personality in the worlds of fashion, textiles, and interior design—Iriss Apfel is a rare bird, indeed. Illus., many in color. 176 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $35.00. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**
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2949466 A STITCH OF TIME: The Year a Brain Injury Changed My Language and Life. By Lauren Marks. 358 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00


2977881 LOUISA. By Louisa Thomas. 500 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00


6720682 RAISING TRUMP. By Anna Trump. 16 pages of photos, most color. 293 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99


686905X RENAISSANCE WOMAN: The Life of Vittoria Colonna. By Raamie Targoff. Color Illus. 342 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00


Gay & Lesbian


6861849 THE MOTHERHOOD AFFIDAVITS: A Memoir. By Laura Jean Bader. 276 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $24.95

2873146 SORDID TRUTHS: Selling My Innocence for a Taste of Stardom. By Aiden Shaw. Adult film superstar Aiden Shaw offers a memoir that graphically charts the author’s meteoric rise to becoming the highest paid gay adult film star in the world. Adults only. 233 pages. Alyson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

3698645 GOOD THINGS HAPPEN SLOWLY: A Life in and Out of Jazz. By Fred Hersch. A memoir of the first openly gay, HIV-positive jazz player; a deep look into the closeted jazz culture there is such a status both transgressive and ground-breaking; and a profound exploration of how Hersch’s two month long coma in 2007 led to his creating some of the finest music of his career. Photos. 380 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00


2873435 HANDS IN HARMONY: Traditional Crafts and Music in Appalachia. By Tim Barnwell. Eighty evocative black and white portraits are combined with biographies and oral history interviews with each subject, celebrating the music, art and crafts of the region and around the southern Appalachian region. The accompanying CD includes fiddle and banjo tunes, a cappella ballads, blues, and folk songs. 188 pages. Norton. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $49.95

289167X CHURCHILL & ORWELL: The Fight for Freedom. By Thomas L. Ricks. A dual biography of Winston Churchill and George Orwell, whose visions and actions helped to preserve democracy from the threats of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Churchill and Orwell proved to be his age’s necessary men in the work they both did in the opposition to freedom’s enemies. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2910632 BREAKING ROCKEFELLER: The Incredible Story of the Ambitious Rivals Who Topped an Oil Empire. By Peter B. Doran. A riveting account of ambition, oil, and greed. Doran traces Marcus Samuel Jr.’s rise from outsider to the heights of British aristocracy, and Henri Deterding’s conquest of America, and the eventual collapse of Rockefeller’s monopoly. The result is a richly detailed narrative on how two rivals beat the world’s richest man at his own game. Photos. 336 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2995018 REMARKABLE KANSAS WOMEN. By Kimi O’Malley. Profiles the lives of the women of the Bluegrass state who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 148 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

29950X REMARKABLE KANSAS WOMEN. By Tina Kaufmann. Profiles the lives of some of the most resourceful Kansas women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles and rights. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2896117 BEFORE THEY CHANGED THE WORLD: Pivot Mortal Moments That Changed the Lives of Great Leaders Before They Became Famous. By Edwin Kiester Jr. Introduces the amazing stories about twenty-two of the world’s most famous figures and the experiences that acted as catalysts for their triumphal careers. Pivot moments in the lives of notable figures such as George Washington, Ulysses S. Grant, and Churchill proved to be their age’s necessary men in the work they both did in the opposition to freedom’s enemies. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

COLLECTED BIOGRAPHIES

2805005 COLLECTION OF BIOGRAPHIES.
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2995026 REMARKABLE OKLAHOMA WOMEN. By Deborah Bouziden. Profiles the lives of twelve resourceful Oklahoma women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 150 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

2987820 A RIGHT ROYAL SCANDAL: Two Marriages That Changed History. By J. Major & S. Murden. Recounts the fascinating history of the irregular love matches contracted by two successive generations of the Cavendish-Bentinck family, ancestors of the British Royal Family. A love story as well as a brilliantly researched biography, this is a continuation of the authors’ first biography, An Infamous Mistress. 16 pages of illus. 181 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95

2995239 VIRGINIA’S REMARKABLE WOMEN, SECOND EDITION. By Emeline Hines. Profiles the lives of several resourceful Virginia women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 193 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

2994992 REMARKABLE ILLINOIS WOMEN. By Lyndee Jobe Henderson. Profiles the lives of twelve resourceful Illinois women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 137 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

2994984 REMARKABLE FLORIDA WOMEN, SECOND EDITION. By E. Lynne Wright. Profiles the lives of fifteen resourceful Florida women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 156 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

2994836 OHIO’S REMARKABLE WOMEN, SECOND EDITION. By Freda Anderson. Profiles the lives of twelve resourceful Ohio women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 166 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $3.95

2995034 REMARKABLE WISCONSIN WOMEN. By Greta Anderson. Profiles the lives of twelve strong Wisconsin women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women's roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 157 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. $3.95

299481X NEW JERSEY’S REMARKABLE WOMEN, SECOND EDITION. By L. Weinzweig & C.J. Binkowski. Profiles the lives of fourteen resourceful New Jersey women who displayed remarkable courage as they broke through social, cultural, and political barriers to advance women’s roles. These women defied the norms and prejudices of their time, making lasting contributions to society. Photos. 202 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

69707TX THE AGE OF CAESAR. By Plutarch. Presents a brilliant new translation of five history of life’s greatest—Pompey, Caesar, Cicero, Brutus, and Antony—from Plutarch, the renowned Greek intellectual and inventor of the biography. 393 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00. $11.95

2985780 WASHINGTON & NAPOLÉON: Leadership in the Age of Revolution. By M.J. Flynn & S.E. Griffin. The authors demonstrate that Washington and Napoléon were equally ambitious and that both shared a common belief in themselves and each other that they were the world's greatest leaders. 253 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

6840639 ONE CHILD: The True Story of a Tormented Six-Year-Old and the Brilliant Teacher Who Reached Out. By Torey Hayden. Everyone has problems, but few six-year-olds have problems as deep as Torey Hayden had. Abandoned and the survivor of abuse, she never spoke. This is the true story of how Torey Hayden, her teacher, fought long and hard to release a haunted little girl from her secret nightmare. 296 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95


6929141 CHINESE LIVES: The People Who Made a Civilization. By Victor H. Mair et al. China’s story is told here through short biographies of some 3,000 years of Chinese history, from Fu Hao, an early warrior lady of the thirteenth century, to Deng Xiaoping, the late 20th-century Communist leader. Illus., most in color. 232 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

1839314 DICTIONARY OF AFRICAN BIOGRAPHY. Ed. by E.K. Akyeampong & H.L. Gates, Jr. From the Pharaohs to Fanon, this six-volume set provides a comprehensive overview of the lives of the men and women who shaped Africa’s history. Unprecedented in scale, it covers the whole continent, from Tunisia to South Africa, Sierra Leone to Somalia. It also covers the full scope of history, from Queen Hatsheput of Ancient Egypt to Nelson Mandela. Six volumes. 3,289 pages in total. Originally published at $1,200. Oxford. $149.95


2926636 LEADERS WHO CHANGED HISTORY. Ed. by Jemima Dunne et al. Delves into the lives, motivations, achievements, and innovations of the greatest leaders in the world and throughout time. From presidents to prophets, conquerors to CEOs, each leader explored through vivid portraits and compelling text, whether good or bad, victorious or tragic, these giants all have remarkable stories. Vol. II. Illus. in color. 392 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $13.95

6962475 THE GATSBY AFFAIR: Scott, Zelda, and the Betrayal That Shaped an American Classic. By Kendall Taylor. Drawing on conversations and correspondence with the French aviator, Edouard Jozan’s daughter, as well as materials from the Jozan family archives, Taylor reveals the fascinating history of the great loves of Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, as well as a brilliantly researched biography, this is a comprehensive overview of the lives of the men and women who shaped Africa’s history. Unprecedented in scale, it covers the whole continent, from Tunisia to South Africa, Sierra Leone to Somalia. It also covers the full scope of history, from Queen Hatsheput of Ancient Egypt to Nelson Mandela. Six volumes. 3,289 pages in total. Originally published at $1,200. Oxford. $149.95

5845629 THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF THE DEAD. Ed. by William McDonald. Photos. 646 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7½x12. Pub. at $45.00. $49.95
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4509331 THUNDER DOG: The True Story of a Blind Man, His Guide Dog & the Triumph of Trust at Ground Zero. By Michael Hingston with THUNDER DOG. A true story of the bond between a blind man, and his courageous guide dog, who together experienced and survived the harrowing events of September 11th. It's an inspiring tale that illustrates how the bond between a man and his guide dog can inspire unshakable faith in each of us. 232 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $8.95

2998920 THE FAMILY GENE. By Josefie Linder. This compelling chronicle of survival and perseverance in the face of a genetic disease, is an important account of a young woman reeling from her own mortality and her ethical obligations to herself and those closest to her. 261 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2955925 THE ELECTRIC WOMAN: A Memoir in Death-Defying Acts. By Tessa Fontaine. Tessa finds herself out on the road with America's last traveling sideshow, surrounded by giants and sword swallowers, snakes and charmers, freaks and carries, illusions and dangers. She soon transforms into escape artist Tex Fontaine, headless woman Olga Hess, and even Electra, a woman whose body takes in electric currents and turns them into light. 194 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $16.95


3706095 THE WIFE’S TALE: A Personal History. By Aida Edemariam. An intimate memoir of a life in rural Scotland, the author takes us to the end of the MacLeod family’s story on the island of Papaovay in the Scottish Hebrides. A nurse’s compassion meets Gaelic fortitude in true tales of a bygone era. 302 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95


3711366 THE HOLY WATER INCIDENT: The True Story of a Daughter’s Possession and Exorcism. By William Dorian. Beginning with an innocent session with a spirit communication building in his house, this is the story of how multiple demons take hold of an innocent teenager’s life, this story shines a light on the traumatic wounds a possession can inflict—and the extreme measures a family will take to save their daughter. 291 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

2995859 WEST WINGING IT: An Un-Presidential Memoir. By Pat Cunnnane. The hilarious and charming personal story of Cunnane’s journey from outsider to insider—a mundane job at a warehouse to his dream job at the White House. Filled with sharp observations and exclusive photos, Cunnnane’s story is for anyone who has ever wanted to peek behind the scenes at the White House. Photos. 310 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2961229 GUITAR MAN: Six Strings of Separation. By M.J. Indelicato. Part treasure hunter, part door to door salesman, and part historian, Indelicato tells us unforgetable stories about the soaring successes, the stinging losses, and the insane coincidences that have befallen a man who gave up a lucrative corporate career to follow his musical muse—collecting vintage guitars. 24 pages of photos, some in color. 176 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

6735797 TEMPLE GRANDIN: Voice of the Voiceless. By Annette Wood. Born with a disability so severe that it could have required her to be institutionalized, Grandin turned her disability into an asset. Despite her autism, she has earned a doctorate degree, is renowned worldwide as a speaker and has written bestsellers. This is her story–one of profound courage and determination. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6816037 THE CHICK AND THE DEAD: Life and Death Behind Mortuary Doors. By Carla Valentine. Explores themes of life and death, looking closely at the more controversial aspects of the field, including the relationship between death and sex and the toll this line of work takes on the living. Valentine reveals just what it’s like to live a life immersed in death. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

2942828 THE LANGUAGE OF KINDNESS: A Nurse’s Story. By Christie Watson. After spending twenty years as a nurse, Watson opens the doors of the hospital and shares its secrets. She takes us down hospital corridors to visit the wards and meet her unforgettable patients. In this riveting narrative of division, this work reminds us of all that we share and the urgency of compassion. 326 pages. Crown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95


2949091 FIGHTING BLIND: A Green Beret’s Story of Extraordinary Courage. By L. Castro & J. DeFelice. Fighting was a practiced routine for Lieutenant Ivan Castro, but when a mortar round struck the rooftop of his sniper’s post in Iraq, he found himself in a battle more difficult than he could have imagined. This frankly told account of his struggle through adversity, the highs and lows and the always bumpy road in between is a story of hope and perseverance amidst the odds. Photos. 291 pages. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

Animals, and live happily ever after—or so they thought. Color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

294172 HALFWAY: A Memoir. By Tom Macber. The story of Macber’s odyssey through a series of boys’ homes and recovery programs, where he and the other reckless inhabitants battle to stay sober, to stay alive, to do something with the talent of a damaged, extraordinary boy finding his way to recovery through friendship, hope, and redemption. 273 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

$278650 UNDER THE SAME SKY: From Starvation in North Korea to Salvation in America. By Joseph Kim with S. Talty. An unforgettable story of self-reliance and survival. Along the peninsula of North Korea, Joseph learned to beg and steal until finally in desperation, he crossed a frozen river to escape to China. Eventually arriving in America, and into a foster family, he has become a dedicated student and is thriving thanks to his faith and inner strength. 273 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00

PRICE CUT to $3.95

$290565 GORILLA AND THE BIRD. By Zack McDermott. The story of McDermott’s free-fall into psychosis and his desperate, poignant, often darkly funny struggle to claw his way back to sanity, regain his identity, and rebuild some semblance of a stable life with his young family. 278 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

PRICE CUT to $3.95

$287462 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six. By Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are driving back to Kabul, Afghanistan after serving at a rural clinic, when a man waving an AK-47 blocks their path. Firing 116 rounds into the air, he is the beginning of a nightmare of both terror and triumph. Photos. 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95

$462454 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six. By Dilip Joseph with J. L. Lind. In December 2012, American medical doctor Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are forced to abandon a clinic and are forced to leave Afghanistan on a harrowing nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and death and repeated threats of execution. Rescued in a deadly operation by SEAL Team Six, this is more than a story of survival and loss. It is also a tale of compassion and inspiration. Color photos. 199 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

$19.95

$2936410 THE ENSLAVED QUEEN: A Memoir About Electricity and Mind Control. By Wendy Hoffmann. Written and reborn as a damaging wife, the author is now a therapist who exposes the existence and practices of organized criminal groups who abuse children, helps the survivors of those groups, and provides information to mental health professionals about the dissociative brain. 309 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

$280073X CONFESSIONS OF A FUNERAL DIRECTOR: How Death Saved My Life. By Caleb Wilde. While humans are biologically wired to evade death, we have become too adept at hiding from it. Today’s funeral director tells his story of this reticence and fear. With stories told with equal parts humor and poignancy, Wilde offers an intimate look into the business and a new perspective on living and dying. 193 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

$280073X CONFESSIONS OF A FUNERAL DIRECTOR: How Death Saved My Life. By Caleb Wilde. While humans are biologically wired to evade death, we have become too adept at hiding from it. Today’s funeral director tells his story of this reticence and fear. With stories told with equal parts humor and poignancy, Wilde offers an intimate look into the business and a new perspective on living and dying. 193 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

$2898204 MAKING HAY. By Verlyn Klinkenborg. An unforgettable glimpse of everyday life on the farms of Iowa, Minnesota, and Montana. In beautiful, descriptively simple prose touched with humor and affection, Klinkenborg evokes a way of life that is at risk and weaves a marvelous story of the richness of rural living. 157 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

$2936445 KISSING U.S.A.: The Story Behind the Story of the Legendary Kissing Show. By Thomas V. Jones. A story of two men who had their way with dreams, and how a woman of his dreams, The Kissing Show appeared over 400 colleges and universities across the nation. This work tells it all in a sexy (and sometimes shocking) story that looks at how it all went down, it was part of making The Kissing Show a sensation. 316 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$13.95


$18.95


$21.95

$2780135 ON CALL IN THE ARCTIC: A Doctor’s Pursuit of Life, Love, and Miracles in the Alaskan Frontier. By Simmons. An extraordinary story recounting the adventures of a young doctor in Nome, Alaska, confronting racism and overcoming cultural prejudices and hostility from those who would rather see him sent packing. Simmons reveals the thrills and the terrors from诊治 medicine when he was sent against the odds to help those in need. 16 pages of color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

$21.95


$18.95
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**2989894** MY MARATHON: Reflections on a Gold Medal Life. By Frank Shorter with J. Brant. This revealing and inspiring memoir chronicles not only a great runner’s numerous athletic triumphs but also everything he had to endure and overcome in order to accomplish them. In that, it stands as a testament to the resiliency of the human spirit and the triumph of the human heart. 16 pages of photos. 277 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**6895441** SWEET LOU: Lou Piniella, a Life in Baseball. By Melissa Isaacson. Brings the story of one of baseball’s most intriguing managers to life, relives the history with the players who created it, and explores: the heartbreaking successes, and the people that have jolted Piniella into a gifted competitor. Stories of Billy Martin, Reggie Jackson, George Steinbrenner, Marge Schott, Alex Rodriguez, and many more. Photos. 302 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**2995557** NO IS A FOUR-LETTER WORD: How I Failed Spelling but Succeeded in Life. By Chris Jericho. Three time New York Times bestselling author and six time WWE champion Chris Jericho shares 20 of his most valuable lessons for achieving your goals and living the life you want. Jam packed with fantastic stories and the classic off the wall, laugh out loud Jericho references he’s famous for. Photos. 217 pages. DaCapo. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**6763979** LEO DURCHER: Baseball’s Prodigal Son. By Paul Dickson. Dickson reveals another storied figure’s extraordinary life using primary source materials, wide-ranging interviews, and original and rarely used newspaper files. A superb addition to baseball literature, this volume offers fresh insights into the racial integration of baseball. 16 pages of photos. 358 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

**2995565** DEAN SMITH: A Basketball Life. By Jeff Levin. Dean Smith’s basketball accomplishments tell only part of his remarkable story. The author calls on the reminiscences of Coach Smith’s closest friends and associates, former players, coaches, and rivals, and a wealth of secondary sources to render a rich and vivid portrait of this great man, one of the towering figures of twentieth century American sports. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

**6849304** CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character. By Marty Appel. This definitive biography of one of baseball’s foremost and enduring influential characters. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, and Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular ten pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2826089** CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character. By Marty Appel. The definitive biography of one of baseball’s foremost and enduring influential characters. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, and Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular ten pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2786575** GUNSLINGER: The Remarkable, Improbable, Iconic Life of Brett Favre. By Jeff Pearlman. A fascinating portrait of the man with the rocket arm whose life has been one of triumph, fame, tragedy, embarrassment, and ultimately redemption. A gritty and revelatory sports biography. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**6930085** GUNSLINGER: The Remarkable, Improbable, Iconic Life of Brett Favre. By Jeff Pearlman. Drawing on more than five hundred interviews, including many from the people close to Brett Favre, Pearlman tells the story of an unlikely journey from Favre’s rough rural childhood and lassitude high school football career to his college days at Southern Mississippi and his ups and downs during his legendary NFL career. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

**6917777** BEARING THE CROSS: My Inspiring Journey from Poverty to the NFL and Sports Television. By Irwin Cross with C. Brown. From childhood to retirement, Cross shares an incredible life—the friends he’s made, the people he’s helped, and the lives he’s changed. This entertaining memoir will not only give you an inside look into the game, but also teach you the life lessons Irwin has learned at warmed his life. 239 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**2993074** PLAY HUNGRY: The Making of a Baseball Player. By Pete Rose. The inside story of how Rosie became one of the greatest players in the history of the game. Baseball’s Hit King shattered records that were thought to be unbreakable. This memoir is his final word on the glories and controversies of his life and how to succeed when the odds are stacked against you. 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. most in color. 290 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $12.95

**6895283** PAUL BROWN: The Man Who Invented Modern Football. By George Cantor. The first full length biography of the legendary head coach of the Cleveland Browns, who set forth a blueprint for the modern pro game. He was the first coach to use the big two opponents through game films, call plays from the sideline, and systemize the college draft, finesse the sport into a more precise science. Photos. 217 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

**2971968** ALL THE WAY: My Life in Four Quarters. By Joe Namath et al. The NFL icon who first brought show business to sports shares his life lessons on fame, fatherhood, and football. Namath opens up and exposes a life that was anything but charmed. As much about football and fame as about addiction, and fatherhood this account reveals the life of one of the most talented and infamous figures of twentieth century American sports. 16 pages of photos. 233 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


**2930137** LET’S PLAY TWO: The Legend of Mr. Cub, the Life of Ernie Banks. By Ron Rapoport. The definitive and revealing biography of Chicago Cubs legend Ernie Banks, one of baseball’s most iconic, beloved, and misunderstood heroes. Rapoport tells of Banks’ early life in segregated Dallas, his years in the Negro Leagues, his entire career with the Cubs, the doomed paperback of the Cubs, and the rewarding role he played throughout his long lost baseball life. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95


**6768431** ELSTON: The Story of the First African-American Yankee. By A. Howard & R. Wimbish. No Yankee carried himself with more dignity, had greater respect for his teammates and fans, or played baseball any more than Elston Howard. Here Elston’s wife tells the touching story of one of baseball’s great players, featuring unforgettable personal moments and rarely seen photographs. 196 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95
HERE’S THE CATCH: A Memoir of Baseball by Lou Bressie. Every one knows Lou Bressie, the Yankees’ Home Run-Hitting Phenom. He is the Matthews family to thrive, recording more Cups and is the only player to have competed in the league in five different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos. 242 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

460777 MR. HOCKEY: My Story. By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is the only player to have competed in the league in five different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos. 242 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 PRICE CUT to $2.95

2804263 THE BIG FELLA: Babe Ruth and the World He Created. By Jane Leavy. The author recreates and captures the romp and the pathos that defined Ruth’s life and times. Drawing from more than 250 interviews, a trove of previously untapped documents, and family records, Leavy breaks through the mythology that has obscured the legend and delivers the man. 16 pages of photos. 620 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.50 PRICE CUT to $19.95


2979225 THE QUARTERBACK WHISPERER. By B. Arians & L. Anderson. From Peyton Manning to Ben Roethlisberger to Carson Palmer—this two-time Coach of the Year has had a hand in developing more Pro Bowl quarterbacks than any coach in NFL history. This compelling read is for those who want a deeper understanding of peak player performance and the coaches who help get them there. 239 pages. Hachette Pub. at $27.00 PRICE CUT to $19.95

278733X BELICCHIK: The Making of the Greatest Football Coach of All Time. By Ian O’Connor. Bill Belichick is perhaps the most fascinating figure in the NFL, the infamously hooded, dour face head coach of the New England Patriots. In this revelatory and robust biography, readers will come to understand and see Belichick’s full life in football. This accounts of the coaches who helped get them there. 239 pages. Hachette Pub. at $27.00


6898629 JIM BROWN: Last Man Standing. By Dave Zirin. This unique biography redeﬁnes an American icon, and not always in a flattering light. Zirin delivers a raw and thrilling account of Brown’s remarkable life and a must-read for sports fans and students of the black freedom struggle. Photos. 320 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.97

689488X GEHRIG & THE BABE: The Friendship and the Feud. By Tony Castro. Portrays Ruth and Gehrig for what they were, American icons who were remarkably different men. Readers will learn about a friendship driven apart, an enduring feud which wove its way in and out of their Yankees glory years and chilled their interaction until Gehrig’s famous farewell. Photos. 271 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95
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2780992 THE WICKED WIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II. Compiled by Karen Dolby. This is a delightful celebration of the queen’s humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household. 160 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

2964066 HARRY & MEGHAN: The Royal Wedding Album. By Halima Sadat. Magnificently illustrating the pomp, pageantry, and enchantment of the romance that charmed the world, this stunning volume serves as the perfect keepsake of this memorable, once in a lifetime event. SHOPWORN. 160 pages. Sterling. 9½x11. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95

2967774 THE QUEEN AT 90. This stunning, beautifully illustrated volume was published on the occasion of the celebration of Queen Elizabeth as the longest serving British monarch, and on the occasion of her ninetieth birthday. 472 pages. St. James’s House. 10x11. $9.95


3097778 PRINCE OF PLEASURE: The Prince of Wales and the Making of the Regency. By Saul David. George IV, the politically astute son of George III, was marked throughout his life by financial ruin and domestic entanglements. Known for this scandalous lifestyle, he was also a man of high intelligence, with a great appreciation for the arts and literature. This riveting account of the author paints a detailed portrait of the Regency period. Illus. 484 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

3070489 NOT IN FRONT OF THE CORGI: Secrets of Life Behind the Royal Curtains. By Brian Hoey. This is the inside story of the Royal Family through the eyes of those who know them best, the Royal servants. We get a sneak peek behind the emirine trimmed curtains to reveal what they really get up to in their spare time. This is a unique and fascinating collection of secrets you ever wanted to know about the Royal Family.

214 pages. Robson. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

3721442 SCARLET WOMEN: The Scandalous Lives of Courtesans, Concubines, and Royal Mistresses. By Ian Graham. Courtesans were an elite group of talented, professional mistresses. The most successful became wealthy and famous in their own right. While they led charmed lives, they occupied a curious position: they enjoyed freedom and political power unknown to most women, but they were ostracized by polite society. Read about La Belle Otero, Marie Duplessis and many more. 294 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

2870200 AMERICAN PRINCESS: The Love Story of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry. By Leslie Carroll. Carroll provides context for Harry and Meghan’s story by leading readers through centuries of Britain’s rule-breaking royal marriages, and the love matches that were never permitted to make it to the alter, followed by a glimpse into the life of this thoroughly modern woman. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

4581465 PRINCE HARRY: Brother, Soldier, Son. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of his thirtieth birthday, this is the story behind the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandchildren. 16 pages of color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

2977477 GREAT BRITAIN’S REAL TOMBS: A Guide to the Lives and Burial Places of British Monarchs. By Michael Thomas Barry. An essential and concise reference guide to the final resting places of the monarchs of England. Learn the true-life stories of the monarchs of England, from the warrior kings of the Dark Ages to modern day, and visit the various burial sites where they can be found today. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. $9.95

6662501 THE FINAL CURTSEY: A Royal Memoir by the Queen’s Cousin. By Margaret Rhodes. Historian and author of the bestseller, Devoted to Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother and cousin to Queen Elizabeth and Princess Margaret—gives us a unique glimpse into the private world of the Royal Family through her fascinating memoirs. 16 pages of color photos. 195 pages. Biritzm. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2803402 THE HOUSE OF BEAUFORT: The Basilard Line That Captured the Crown. By Nathen Armin. This study uncovers the rise of the Beauforts from bastard stock of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to eventually becoming companions of their cousin Henry IV, celebrated viceroy of Agincourt, and tracks their chastening fall with the House of Lancaster during the 1460s and 1470s. 328 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2946505 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shook Europe. By Brian Hoey. Victoria’s rule was marked throughout her life by important people in his life, this is the first royal family and an examination of the conflict that marries the Queen around the world in scandals, political machinations, and family tensions. Illus. 362 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

2841037 MY HUSBAND AND I: The Inside Story of the Royal Marriage. By Ingrid Seward. The wedding of Princess Elizabeth and the dashing naval lieutenant Prince Philip of Greece symbolized a bright new era. In this portrait of their marriage we get a revealing insight into their lives together. The Queen and Prince Philip continue to inspire with their selfless devotion to duty and their ongoing respect and love for one another. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 305 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95


2899388 HARRY & MEGHAN: An Invitation to the Royal Wedding. By Angela Peel. The Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton was a fairytale like romance between the UK’s fifth in line to the throne and the glamorous star of television’s Suits has been avidly followed by millions worldwide. This stunning volume celebrates the story behind their romance. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

2800896 ANNE OF CLEVES: Henry VIII’s Unwanted Wife. By Sarah-Beth Watkins. She was never intended to be a queen yet out of the possible choices, she was the bride Henry VIII chose as his fourth wife. Yet from their first meeting the king decided he liked her not and sought an immediate divorce. This is the story of Anne’s marriage to Henry. Illus. 161 pages. Chronos. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2970295 FIXER & FIGHTER: The Life of Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent. By Brian Hoey. Hubert de Burgh rose to become one of the most powerful men in England. He loyally served first King John and then Henry III and played a crucial role in saving the Plantagenet dynasty when it was threatened with extinction. This is the first biography of de Burgh to get a full-length biography in these pages. 16 pages of illus. 158 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $7.95

2968569X MEghan: The Life and Style of a Modern Royal. By Caroline Jones. This volume celebrates the life of Meghan Markle, the Duchess of Sussex. We find out who this enigmatic new Royal is, and what propelled her to become not only a powerful fashion influence, but a vocal supporter of humanitarian and equal rights initiatives. This title celebrates a woman widely well known for her natural elegance as for her altruism. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3692809 KINGS & QUEENS THROUGH THE AGES: Everything You Need to Know. By Andrina Cortani. Take an unofficial palace tour and get to know these human beings behind all the glamour of royal life throughout the centuries. Meet the kickass medieval queens you wouldn’t want to mess with and find out why there is no party like a 1377 coronation party with this fact-packaged guide. 92 pages. Aspen. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/802
6816142 A DOG CALLED HOPE: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him. By J. Morgan & D. Lewis. After multiple surgeries, unemployment, and setbacks, wounded warrior Jason Morgan’s wife left him with three young sons. At this very low point, Morgan found light. Napal, the black Labrador who would change his life, is the intensely moving and uplifting story of Morgan and Napal’s companionship. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 324 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


822387X THE SHIFT: One Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients’ Lives. By Theresa Brown. Experience all the life that happens in just one day on a busy teaching hospital’s cancer ward. In the stories of four patients, you will see the absolute humanity of the most dehumanizing treatment decisions made, and dreams fulfilled or irrevocably stolen. Get an unprecedented view into the individual struggles as well as the larger truths about medicine in this country. 256 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

3714780 FROM BROKEN GLASS: My Story of Finding Hope in Hitler’s Death Camps to Inspire a New Generation. By Steven Spielberg. From the survivor of ten Nazi concentration camps who went on to create the New England Holocaust Memorial, an inspiring memoir in the face of despair. The story of how one man survived the Holocaust, and inspired a new generation to help forge a more compassionate world. Photos. 266 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

2996804 MIMICKING BIRD SONGS: My Friendship with Harper Lee. By Wayne Flynn. This is a remarkable, and personal, correspondence between Wayne Flynn and Harper Lee that lasted for a quarter of a century, until her death in 2016. It offers an incisive and compelling look into the mind, heart, and work of one of the most admired authors in modern history. 115 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

1864319 MY STORY. By Elizabeth Smart with C. Stewart. For the first time, ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart explains how she survived, and reveals the secret to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime. Book Club Edition. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Orig. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

★6986005 DRINKING FROM THE TROUGH: A Veterinarian’s Memoir. By Mary Carlson. A suburban Chicago girl, Carlson didn’t plan to become a veterinarian, let alone take the caretaker of many cats, two huskies, and horses–some with manners, some without. Along the way, there were the deaths of vet matters of enduring love, illness, and death, and the discovery that life with animals is worth living! 271 pages. She Writes Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3725934 POOR ME, A LIFE. By A.A. Gill. A riveting memoir of the author’s alcoholic, seen through the lens of the memories that remain, and transformative moments in art, food, religion, and family that saved him from a lifelong addiction and early death. A haunting account of addiction, and its exhilarating, and destructive force. 268 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95


6942598 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair of the most successful news broadcast in cable news. Through her unique blend of hard work, humor, and authenticity, she has won fans across the political divide. Color photos. 344 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $3.95

★291588X SON OF HARPO SPEAKS! By Bill Marx. In this warmhearted memoir, Bill Marx shares what it was like growing up as the son of a legendary father, Harpo. Illus. 317 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2995417 DIGGING UP MOTHER: A Love Story. By Doug Stanhope. Follows Doug’s absurd, chaotic, and often obscene love life as it intersects with that of his best friend, biggest fan, and love of his life–his mother. And it all starts with her death—one of the most memorable and amazing farewells you will ever read. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95


6813634 GOOD FRIEND, BAD BROTHER. By David Hugh Bunnell. In a compelling mix of personal memoir and recent American Indian history, Bunnell takes us on a 280-mile round-trip from his Nebraska hometown to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. There he reconnects with his lifelong friend and brother, Vernell White Thunder, and learns the fascinating truths of their Black Elk people. Color photos. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95
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**689858X ALMOST GONE: Twenty-Five Days and One Chance to Save Our Daughter.** By John & Mackenzie Baldwin. Younger Mackenzie Baldwin was discovered on display online by a charming young girl from Kosovo and was manipulated by him to secretly leave her family, friends and home country. You’ll read the riveting parallel experiences of Mackenzie and her family as they courageously spend the harrowingly 4 month experience that almost tore their family apart.


$6.95

**2949415 RUNNING WITH THE CHAMP: My Forty-Year Friendship with Muhammad Ali.** By Tim Shanahan with C. Crisafiulli. Filled with stories about Ali’s friendships from Elvis Presley to Michael Jordan to John Travolta, and many others, that have never been told before. Shanahan’s narrative is an insightful personal portrait of Ali, but it’s also a touching and candid story of an extraordinary friendship that only Shanahan could tell.

Life. Photos. 307 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00

$4.95

**291171X MY LIFE WITH BOB.** By Pamela Paul. Bob is the author of a Book, a journal that records every book she’s ever read, from the Sweet Valley High series to Anna Karenina, a journey in reading that reflects her inner life. In this interesting memoir, Paul writes about the deep and powerful relationship between book and reader.


$3.95

**9548630 RUNNING ON RED DOG ROAD: And Other Perils of an Appalachian Childhood.** By Drema Hall Berkheimer. Gypsies, faith healers, moonshiners, and snake handlers weave through Drema’s childhood in 1940s Appalachia. Her coming of age is colored by tent revivals with Grandpa, poetry-writing hobos, and traveling carnivals, and through it all she serves witness to a multigenerational family of saints and sinners whose lives defy the stereotypes. 203 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$11.95

**2989867 MATTERS OF VITAL INTEREST.** By Eric Lerner. Funny, revealing, self-aware, and deeply moving, Lerner’s memoir about his relationship with his friend Leonard Cohen—whose otherworldly style and deeply informed by spiritual practices—depicts Cohen as a captivating and enriching persona, the likes of which we may never see again.


$6.95

**2884577 THEY ARE ALL MY FAMILY: A Daring Rescue in the Chaos of Saigon’s Fall.** By John P. Riordan with M.B. Demery. A vivid narrative of one man’s ingenious strategy to save his Vietnamese colleagues when the North Vietnamese Army closed in on Saigon. His exploits which he relates here, transformed a time of war and violence, danger and death into a display of extraordinary courage.


$6.95

**2887711 ON THE RUN IN NAZI BERLIN: A Memoir.** By Bert & Bev S. Lewyn. Before World War II, 160,000 Jews lived in Berlin. By 1945, only 3,000 remained alive. The author was one of the few, and his thrilling memoir, from witnessing the famous 1933 book burning to the aftermath of the war in a displaced persons camp, offers an unparalleled glimpse of life and death at the heart of the Nazi empire. Illus. 368 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

$14.95

**7666691 TO THE END OF HELL: One Woman’s Struggle to Survive Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge.** By Denise Affonco. In one of the most powerful memoirs of persecution ever written, Denise Affonco recounts her harrowing life story, which began in a displaced persons camp, after the Khmer Rouge seized power in Cambodia. 198 pages. Reportage Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$3.95

**6708625 DELTA LADY.** By Rita Coolidge with M. Walker. The two time Grammy award singer and songwriter shares her heart and soul in this intimate memoir, which begins with her journey from Lafayette, Tennessee, to her becoming one of the most sought after rock vocalists in Los Angeles in 1970s, this autobiography chronicles Rita Coolidge’s fascinating journey through the tumult of rock culture. Illus. 225 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99

$6.95

**2807734 TWO AND TWO: McSorley’s, My Dad, and Me.** By Rafe Bartholomew. Bartholomew presents his slimmer and deeply personal memoir of a father and his son—one a writer, the other a career bartender at the oldest bar in New York City, McSorley’s Old Ale House. By turns touching, crude, and wildly funny, their story reveals universal truths about family, tradition, and the history of one of America’s most beloved institutions. Photos. Some color. 276 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

$6.95

**3707220 APPREHENSIONS & CONVICTIONS: A Life of Fifty-Year Rookie Cop.** By Mark Johnson. What makes a fifty-year-old man return to high school in order to become a police officer? When the author became the oldest rookie in the Mobile, Alabama, police department, he didn’t just start a new career, he started a whole new life, a life of high-stakes, heart-wrenching danger and duty.

138 pages. Quill Driver Books. Pub. at $18.95

$3.95

**3692213 ANNE FRANK: The Collected Works.** Brings together Anne Frank’s complete writings, along with important images and documents, and also includes the original versions of her world-famous diary. 733 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $70.00

$49.95

**2987945 READING WITH PATRICIA: A Teacher, a Student, and a Life-Changing Friendship.** By Michelle Kuo. An inspiring story of friendship, a coming of age story of both a young teacher and a student, a resonant meditation on education, race, and justice in the rural South, and a love letter to literature and its power to transcend social barriers. 296 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00

$4.95

**2787369 TEARS OF THE SILENCED: An Amish True Crime Memoir of Childhood Sexual Abuse, Brutal Betrayal, and Ultimate Survival.** By Misty Griffin. The true story of an isolated and abused young girl. Griffin recounts the details of her life of physical, emotional, and sexual abuse and her redemptive re-entry into modern society. It is a story that is ultimately about the triumph of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**6855872 ALWAYS BY MY SIDE: Life Lessons from Millie and All the Dogs I’ve Loved.** By Edward Grinnan. In this inspiring memoir, Grinnan reveals the details of a redemptive re-entry into modern society. It is a story that is ultimately about the triumph of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**3726894 DANCES WITH LUIGI.** By Paul Polichelli. The veteran TV journalist moves to Italy in an attempt to piece together the mysteries surrounding both his grandfathers. Along the way he discovers long-lost cousins and moving stories about his family’s past. 304 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95

**2951851 MY ARMY LIFE AND THE FORT PHIL KEARNEY MASSACRE.** By Frances C. Carrington. First published in 1910, this volume recounted the author’s adventures as an army wife on the Great Plains, but also sought to set the record straight on a second Fort Phil Kearney involvement in the Fetterman fight. A reprint of the original edition. Illus. 318 pages. Bison. Paperback.

$16.95

**3693678 THE VEGAS DIARIES: Romance, Rolling the Dice, and the Road to Reinvention.** By Holly Madison. Madison left the confines of Vegas, which included a stint on Dancing with the Stars, the coveted lead in the Strip’s hottest burlesque spectacular, and a reality series spotlighting her new life as a single woman. She also explored the Sin City dating scene—and in the process found the love and life she desires. 272 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$4.95

**5985706 WOMEN I’VE UNDERDRESSED.** By Orly-Keily. Orly-Keily created magic on screen, from Casablanca and The Maltese Falcon to Some Like It Hot. He won three Oscars for costumes design, and dressed all the biggest stars, from Betty Davis to Marilyn Monroe. His long-lived memoirs reveal a wildly talented and cheeky rascal who lived a big life, on and off the set. Well illustrated in color. 426 pages. Allen & Unwin.

$16.95
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GHOST BOY: The Miraculous Escape of a Mid-diagnosed Boy Trapped Inside His Own Body. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. LARGE PRINT EDITION. At the age of 12, Martin Pistorius contracted an unknown illness which rendered him mute and quadriplegic. For an unimaginable ten years, Martin would be completely conscious while trapped inside his unresponsive body, secretly aware of everything happening around him and utterly unable to communicate it. 20 pages of photos. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95 $5.95

MY PAIN AND OTHER ANIMALS: A Veterinarian's Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope. By Suzy Fincham-Gray. A beautifully writtenften and moving story of Fincham-Gray's selfless work and her passion for both science and the animals she cares for. She describes the satisfaction of diagnosing and treating diseases and inevitably raises questions about their end of life. Care. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

SEARCHING FOR JOHN HUGHES. By Travis Rieder. A vivid portrait of a teenage boy freed from prison, determined to begin a new life, and in search of answers on what happened to his teenage years. 160 pages. Cratic Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Cecil Murphey. Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in Detroit to his life as one of the world's preeminent pediatric neurosurgeons at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

IN PAIN: A Bioethicist's Personal Struggle with Opioids. By Travis Rieder. A gripping memoir of opioid dependence and withdrawal, and a clarion call to challenge the status quo of health care and medicine itself. This account reveals the lack of crucial resources and structures to responsibly manage pain and provides people the care they deserve in 297 pages. Harper. Pub at $27.99 $19.95

FINAL FIRE. By Michael Mitchell. Nearly a half century ago, Mitchell abandoned a safe and secure academic career to become a "controlled" spy in a camera and technology search for adventure took him through the Americas, across Europe, and to the Far East. This is one man's prescription for how to live in a bizarre and never boring world. Illus. in color. 424 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

MIRROR TOUCH: Notes from a Doctor Who Can Feel Your Pain. By Joel Salinas. Through his experiences, both in his neurological practice and in his daily life, Salinas offers readers a vivid look about mirror touch synesthesia, and how the brain, in its endless wonder, can sometimes perform in a nearly superhuman extrasensory way. 307 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

THIRTY YEARS A DETECTIVE. By Allan Pinkerton. The fascinating recollections of Allan Pinkerton of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, first published in 1884, and reprinted in 1975. This account is filled with inaccuracies and exaggerations, but remains one of the most valuable of Pinkerton’s works, as much for its depiction of the criminal culture of the author’s time as for its biographical details. 621 pages. Patterson Smith. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95

SEND FORTH THE HEALING SUN. By Tony Barilone. The incredible and inspiring story of one man’s pioneering effort to change our approach to aid and medical training, a movement that is making a difference around the world. 362 pages. Collins. Paperbound. $12.95

READ MORE at erhbc.com/802
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2995573 SHADOW WARRIOR: William Egan Colby and the CIA. By Randall B. Woods. Presents a riveting biography of William Egan Colby—a WWII commando, Cold War Spy, and CIA director—revealing that during the 20th century this crusader for global democracy was one of the most enigmatic. Af ter more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography ever written about the 28th President. 48 pages of photos. 216 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

3725979 THE REMOVERS. By Andrew Meredith. Andrew cannot forgive his father. He takes a job alongside his father as a “remover” one of the men who take away bodies of those who die at home. Confronted each day by proofs of mortality, Andrew begins to see his father as a sympathetic, imperfect man who loves his family despite his flaws. 179 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

6892442 SAM PHILLIPS: The Man Who Invented Rock’n’Roll. By Peter Guralnick. With extensive interviews and firsthand personal observations, Guralnick gives us an ardent, intimate, and unrestrained portrait of an American original as compelling in his own right as such other homegrown creative spirits as Mark Twain, Walt Whitman, and Thomas Edison. Photos. 763 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


2890380 WILSON. By A. Scott Berg. One hundred years after his inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography ever written about the 28th President. 48 pages of photos. 818 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95


6988857 SHE MADE ME LAUGH: My Friend Nora Ephron. By Richard Cohen. Cohen writes intimately and withly about one of America’s most beloved writers, filmmakers, and personalities. A frank and loving account of her life and times captured by her longtime and dear friend in a blunt, hilarious, raucous, poignant, and tender recollection. 299 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3725685 ABOVE THE LINE: My “Wild Oats” Adventure. By Shirley MacLaine. While filming Wild Oats on the Canary Islands, MacLaine started to recover astonishing memories of her life on the lost continent of Atlantis, long theorized to have existed on the site of the Islands. She finds surprising connections between the island’s cataclysmic fate and our own dangerous trajectory. 216 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

6630952 WILSON. By James T. P boss. One of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography ever written about the 28th President. 48 pages of photos. 818 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95


2935678 THEY’RE PLAYING OUR SONG: A Memoir. By Carole Bayer Sager. For five decades, Sager has been among the most admired and successful songwriters at work, responsible for lyrical contributions to popular songs like Nobody Does It Better, The Best That You Can Do, and more. Here she tells all in a frank and darkly humorous memoir. 16 pages of photos, most color. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95
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